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Abstract
The world is facing a transition towards a more secure and sustainable future. The energy sector is
leading this transition, pushed by the growth of renewable energies, the development of storage tech-
nologies and the spread of electric vehicles. However, the integration of these elements in the current
power system is quite challenging and requires experts to design new and innovative solutions.
In particular, the concepts of smart grids and flexibility are becoming popular and are seen as the
possible solution to face this issue. Many projects worldwide are focusing on these topics and one
of them is the INVADE, financed by the EU within the Horizon 2020 program. This project is the
framework under which the work for this master thesis has been completed.
More specifically, the aim of this document is to develop emulators for 3 flexibility devices, a photo-
voltaic (PV) system , an electric vehicle (EV) charging station and a residential electric water heater
(EWH). Together with a battery, these emulators are going to be used to set up a microgrid laboratory
test and analyze a use case within the INVADE project. The emulators can simulate the behaviour of
real devices and have been coded using C++ language. The set up of the microgrid laboratory test
requires the completion of several steps, this master thesis attempts to complete the initial ones.
The thesis is structured as follow. Section 1 includes an introduction about the current electric power
system and the trends for the future. Section 2 contains a description of the laboratory test and its
main objectives. Section 3, 4, 5 focus on the description and functioning of the PV system emulator,
the EV charging station emulator and the EWH emulator, respectively. In each of these 3 sections
a first part is dedicated to explain the technology and the state of the art, while the second part is
focusing on the actual emulator, how it works and the logic behind the code. The complete codes can
be found in the Appendix at the end of this document. Finally, Section 6 sums up the work done and
outline the future steps needed in order to set up and start the test.
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1 Introduction
1.1 The electric power system and its transformation
The electric power system is the network used to supply, transport and distribute electric power to
the loads. The actors involved in its operations are:
• Generation Companies (GenCo): they own production assets (from single generators to a port-
folio) and sell their generation through the electricity market.
• Transmission System Operators (TSO): they operate the transmission assets and they are re-
sponsible for the power balance on the transmission system. Typical voltage levels range from
10 kV to 230 kV.
• Distribution Systemoperators (DSO): they operate the distribution grid and often additionally
acts as retailer. Typical voltage levels range from 120 V to 10 kV.
• Retailers: they buy electricity from the whole electricity market and then sold it to the end-
consumers.
• Consumers (large and small): they consume the electricity to power any kind of load (resi-
dential appliances, industrial machinery etc..). There is a difference between small and large
consumers, since the latter ones may be allowed to directly participate in the wholesale electric-
ity market, bypassing the retailers.
• Regulatory bodies: they are responsible for the market design and its operation. This may
include the definition of bid products and bid forms, maintenance of the trading platforms and
matching of supplying and demand offers.
In the conventional power system the generation of electricity is centralized, in the sense that only
a few large power plants are involved. For this reason the energy and money flows throughout the
supply chain are unidirectional, causing the generation and consumption to occur at different places
(Figure 1). Moreover most of these large power plants are highly controllable, the voltage is increased
or decreased by means of transformers and the current is AC.
Recently, the world is facing a transition in the energy sector towards a more secure, cost-effective and
sustainable future. This transition is fostered by unprecedented public pressure and policy action,
triggered by the increasing concerns about climate change. On a policy perspective, this led to the
United Nation Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) [1], the 2015 Paris Agreement [2] and the recent
report from the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC, 2018) [3].
8
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Figure 1: Conventional power systems [4].
The power sector is leading this transition, driven by the rapid decline of variable renewable energy
(VRE) costs, mostly wind and solar. Between 2010 and 2018 the price of solar photovoltaic (PV) mod-
ules dropped by 90%, and the cost of electricity (LCOE) from solar PV fell by 77% [4]. The LCOE of
onshore wind electricity dropped nearly 30 % with further dramatic declines expected in the coming
decade [4]. By the end of 2017 the installed capacity of renewables reached 2195 GW, corresponding
to 26.5 % of the global electricity production [5].
According to [6], a decarbonisation of the power sector, in line with the climate objectives outlined in
the Paris Agreement, would require an 85% share of renewable in total electricity generation by 2050.
By that time, solar and wind power capacity would rise from 900 GW today to 13000 GW and would
account for 60 % of the total power generated. This requires a tripling of wind capacity additions and
a doubling of solar PV capacity from 2017 levels.
As outlined in [4], the increased penetration of VRE is changing the electric power system from a
centralized generation to distributed one, allowing to consume locally generated electricity. The Uni-
versal Smart Energy Framework (USEF) [7], foresees a future with a smarter electricity network able
to handle bidirectional energy and monetary flows, allowing new actors and business model into the
market. In such a scenario, DSOs will have to turn from being simple electricity carriers to having an
active role in operating the integration of renewables. Figure 2 shows how the future power system
will look like, with electric vehicles, battery storage and smart interconnected devices.
However, the integration of such a large capacity of renewables is quite challenging, especially in
terms of maintaining the balance of supply and demand. PV and wind energy generation is highly
variable and this cause uncertainty which can have serious consequences on the grid, as discussed
in [8]. Therefore, a power system with a high share of renewables needs to be extremely flexible to
guarantee a reliable supply of the demand.
9
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Figure 2: Future power system [4].
The International Energy Agency (IEA), in [9], defines flexibility as all relevant characteristics of a power
system that facilitates the reliable and cost-effective management of variability and uncertainty in both supply
and demand. In otherwords, the termflexibility is intended as the ability of a power system tomaintain
continuous service in the face of rapid and large swings in supply or demand. Therefore, an insuffi-
cient flexibility in a power systemwith a high penetration of renewables could lead to load shedding,
in periods of low VRE generation or to curtailment, in periods of high VRE generation.
Traditionally, in conventional power system flexibility is provided mainly on the supply side, by ad-
justing the generation according to the demand and very little on the demand side, since, as men-
tioned in [4], it was highly unresponsive. However, the growth of distributed energy resources (DER),
such as rooftop PV or micro wind turbines, the spread of plug-in electric vehicles (EV), batteries and
smart meters are opening the possibility for new kind of flexibility services along the whole supply
chain. On the demand side, DER allows the end-users to become active participants in the electricity
network, turning them into the so-called prosumers, since they both produce and consume electric-
ity. At the same time, residential loads can be smartly managed and their operations can be sched-
uled in order to provide flexibility to the grid and reduce network congestion. On the supply side,
utility-scale batteries and "power-to-X" applications (power-to-heat, power-to-hydrogen) can increase
flexibility when connected to a VRE plant and store its excess generation.
Three main innovations trends are accelerating this energy transition:
1. Digitalisation: converting data into value. According to [4], digital technology can support
integration of VRE through faster response, bettermonitoring of assets, more refined operations
and control closer to real time. However the ever increasing share of data can be perceived by
10
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the public as a risk due to cyber security and privacy concerns. Therefore adequate business
models has to be implemented to change this perception and make sure the data are correctly
managed.
2. Decentralisation: the increasing deployment of distributed energy resources turns the con-
sumer into an active participant in the power market, enabling greater demand-side flexibility.
Digitalisation is the key enabling all of this, connecting and optimising the interactions of pro-
sumer with the grid.
3. Electrification: this is the result of national energy security concerns related to over-reliance on
imported oil and diesel, in addition to the growth of clean energy sources and their potential to
decarbonise the end-use sectors. Smartly electrification can convert these new loads into flexible
sources, otherwise the risk is the increase of power supply cost and even a reduced security
of supply. Electrification involves transport, with EVs, but also heat generation, through heat
pumps or electric water heaters.
When all of these three concepts will be fully deployed, the power system will be referred as a smart
grid. Using the definition given by the European Technology platform [10]: A Smart Grid is an electric-
ity network that can cost efficiently integrate the behaviour and actions of all users connected to it – generators,
consumers and those that do both – in order to ensure economically efficient, sustainable power system with low
losses and high levels of quality and security of supply and safety.
In order to foster these innovations and enable them to generate revenues, new strategies have to be
deployed, as discussed in the next section.
1.1.1 New business models
Different innovative business models are emerging and are defining the prosumer’s future role in
the power sector. Some of these models, listed in [4] are the aggregator, the peer-to-peer electricity
trading, energy-as-a service, community-ownership model and the pay-as-you-go model.
An aggregator is a set of retail energy prosumer that can sell electricity or ancillary services in the
wholesale market, enabling a smoother integration of DER into the power system. The European
Union is investing in projects to foster the active participation of citizens in the electricity system and
one example is the Horizon 2020 project EMPOWER [11]. As reported in [4], the countries with estab-
lished regulatory framework for aggregators are Australia, Belgium, France, Germany, Netherlands,
UK and US. In the UK, for example [12] estimates a total of 19 aggregators.
Peer-to-peer electricity trading, as suggested by the name, is the possibility tomake peer-to-peer (P2P)
energy transactions, through online marketplaces. P2P encourages the installation of renewable en-
11
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ergy sources and increases the use of local resources. There are currently some ongoing projects
working on this in countries such as Bangladesh, Germany, Netherland, UK and US [4]. An example
is the Brooklyn microgrid project [13], which is developing EXERGY, a platform enabling P2P energy
transaction through blockchain technology. However, this type business model still require improve-
ments on the current regulatory frameworks, concerning for instance grid usage charges, in order to
be fully implemented on a large-scale.
Energy-as-a-service (EaaS) refers to selling services to the customer rather than kWh. Some exam-
ples are demand-side-management (DSM), advice on energy savings, security-enhancing measures
or smart home automation services. Investment in EaaS models reached 14.3 billion USD, according
to [14]. Countries where this model are implemented are Australia, China, Finland, Ireland, Italy,
Japan, Sweden, UK and US [4].
The last two models respond to the combination of increasing concerns about the environment and
the impossibility to finance sustainable energy solutions. Community ownership (CO) is the collective
ownership and management of energy-related assets, allowing members of the community to share
the benefits of such ownership. The number of CO projects is around 4000, focused primarly in US,
Europe and Australia. Spain, just recently allowed shared self-consumption for communities and
industrial areas [15]. Another example is the so-called Community Solar project in the US [16], which
refers to local solar facilities shared by multiple community subscribers who receive credit on their
electricity bills for their share of the power produced.
Finally, Pay-as-you-go (PAYG) models makes small electricity generators affordable for the end-user,
by letting them pay through mobile application only what they directly consume, rather then having
regular, fixed payments. This type of business model is particularly employed in off-grid and remote
locations, such as Est Africa,West Africa, Latin America and SouthAsia. In these countries, according
to [4], the potential reachable customer adds up to 772 million people.
1.1.2 Market design
The electricity market, like any other market, is based on the principles of supply and demand. Ac-
cording to the balance between the two, the price of electricity is set. The demand is evaluated through
load forecasting on a certain time baseline, which can be hours, day or even years. Based on the fore-
cast, the generation is scheduled and the price is set. Figure 3 shows the load demand curve for a
certain day in Spain, carried about by the national TSO, Red Electrica de España (REE):
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Figure 3: Live electricity demand curve in Spain for May 5 2019 at 12h30 [18].
The green curve shows the forecasted electricity load, the yellow one is the live electricity demand, up
to 12h30 and the red curve is the scheduled generation. It can be noticed that the predicted demand
and the real one are very close, since electric loads tend to follow stable and predictable patterns.
However, the increase of DER, such as rooftop PV can significantly change this pattern and cause
market operators some difficulties in matching supply and demand. An example is show in Figure 4,
which depicts the electricity demand curve in California throughout the years:
Figure 4: Electricity demand curve evolution in California [19].
Due to a high solar penetration, the demand of electricity inCalifornia is shrinking towards themiddle
of the day, since the sun is highly available and solar PVs are highly productive. However, in the
evening, when the sun stop shining, the grid has to face a very steep ramp in demand in very few
13
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time and this is quite challenging. Through this picture, the importance of flexibility can be really
understood. Centralised and Distributed Energy Storages (CES and DES) can help this phenomenon
to attenuate and make the job easier for both TSOs and DSOs.
Once that the generation is scheduled according to the load forecast a bid for the electricity price is
put on the market and when the two parties (generation companies and retailers) reach an agreement
through a PPA (Price Purchase Agreement), the transaction is carried out.
There are different types of markets dealing with electricity generation and transmission:
• Capacity: for the system operator to ensure that sufficient generation capacity is present for
reliable system operation in future years and at competitive price
• Energy: central place for the optimal scheduling and settlement of energy exchanges.
• Ancillary services: any type of service that supports power system operation, directly bought
by the system operator such as frequency and voltage control, black-start capability, etc.
As stated in [20], in the electricity network, generation has to be equal to the consumption plus the grid
losses on an instantaneous basis. If not, the grid frequency starts to deviate from its reference value,
50 Hz in Europe, and the all transmission system risk to collapse. The design of electricity markets
is adapted to deal with this particular property. Different types of electricity markets are arranged in
a chronological order, starting years before the actual delivery and ending after the actual delivery
(Figure 5). Depending on the time frame, electricity can be traded on a particular market:
• Future market: financial contracts with time horizons up to 6 years, used for price hedging and
risk management.
• Day-ahead-market: trading takes place one day before the delivery of electricity.
• Intra-daymarket: supplements the day-aheadmarket and helps securing the necessary balance
between supply and demand. The trading typically takes place one or few hours before the
energy delivery.
• Balancing market: is the last market opportunity to balance supply and demand. The gate
closure of this market is typically in the range between 30 minutes and 1 hour before actual
energy delivery. The TSO is the ultimate responsible to guarantee the balance between supply
and demand. Before the actual delivery the entities responsible are the Balancing Responsible
Party (BRPs). As clearly outlined in [20], a BRP is a private legal entity whose responsible to
balance generation and consumption from generators, suppliers and consumers. This portfolio
may consists of own generation, own consumption, and/or electricity traded with other BRPs.
A Balance Responsible Party can represent one or more electricity generators, suppliers and/or
14
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industrial consumers. However, the physical process of generating and consuming electricity is
still managed by respectively generators and consumers.
Figure 5: Overview of the different electricity markets [20].
To further enable a large share of VRE penetration into power grids, trading rules in the electricity
marketsmust adapt to the new conditions and allow the new businessmodels to reward the flexibility
needed to counteract the short-term variability and uncertainty of renewables. One way to do that
is to foster demand response (DR) by exposing consumers to time-varying power prices (time-of-use
tariffs), by setting higher prices during peak demand hours, and lower prices during low demand
hours. Another way is to enable prosumers to offset some or all their electricity consumption and get
paid for excess energy injected into the grid (net metering or net billing schemes).
For that to happen, distribution grids are progressively turning from passive to active networks, al-
lowing bidirectional power flows. This is leading to the creation of microgrids, a novel distribution
architecture within the smart grid concept.
In [21], a microgrid is defined as: a local network of DERs and loads that typically operates connected to
the traditional centralized grid, but can disconnect and maintain operation autonomously as physical and/or
economic conditions dictate. Microgrids can be:
• Isolated: operating in island mode, meaning that there is no exchange of energy with the main
distribution grid.
• Embedded: operating both in island mode or interconnected with the main grid, thanks to the
opening or closing of a main switch.
• Local Energy Community (LEC): comprises cooperation among the consumers or prosumers
in order to accomplish the satisfaction of their communities energy needs using solely local
production sources (DERs).
A microgrid can be seen as the natural evolution of the current distribution grid, which is going from
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being unidirectional to bidirectional.
According to [22], both microgrids and LEC can have a tremendous impact on distribution system
development, and may offer a number of important advantages for the end-users and for the utilities.
For customers, producers and those who do both, microgrids have the potential to reduce energy
costs, improve service continuity and enable flexibility services. This may result in a reduction in
infrastructure upgrading costs, an increase in hosting capacity and an overall improvement of the
service’s quality.
1.2 The concept of Flexibility Operator (FO)
The increase need for flexibility requires a new entity able to provide it and manage the tradings.
A flexibility operator (FO), as defined in [23] is a role that pools the small flexibilities of customers or
network users in order to make use of them in the grid or on energy markets. The FO can provide flexibility
to energy supplier/BRP, DSO or final customer. This role can be played by current agents in the
market (aggregators or BRP) or new independent ones and acts as a centralized intermediary between
a supplier of flexibility and a user of flexibility (Figure 6):
Figure 6: Flexibility flow [23].
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1.3 The INVADE project
The European Union is funding several research programs to foster pilot projects that might bring
innovative solutions in the field of the future energy grids.
The work developed for this master thesis fall in the framework of the EU founded, Horizon 2020
project called INVADE, an acronym for: Integrated electric vehicles and batteries to empower distributed and
centralized storage in distribution grids [24]. The ultimate goal of this project is to design a FO, in the form
of a cloud-based flexibility management system, able to interact with electric vehicles and batteries,
in order to increase the share of renewables in the smart grid. In other words, with this project the
European Union aims to find a solution to face the ever-increasing share of VRE sources and the
complexities they lead to, by combining already existing technologies, such as EVs and batteries, in
novel ways.
The INVADE Project is based on 5 pilot-sites located in five countries: Norway, the Netherlands,
Bulgaria, Spain and Germany. All the pilot-sites are implemented so as to develop different use cases
to test the cloud-based flexibility management platform.
1.4 Master thesis objectives
Before its deployment in a real environment, the flexibility cloud INVADEplatformwill be thoroughly
tested in a controlled environment in UPC laboratory. The laboratory test simulates a microgrid,
including a household with PV generation, EV charger, a controllable load and a battery.
The aim of this master thesis is to develop 3 emulators, configured as a PV system, an EV charger and
and an electric water heater (EWH) for the purpose of this laboratory test. No emulator is developed
for the battery storage system, since a real one is intended to be used during the test.
An emulator is defined as a hardware or software that enables one computer system (called the host) to behave
like another computer system (called the guest), [25]. For the purpose of this master thesis the world
emulators refers to a computer program which is replicating the behaviour of the 3 physical devices.
An emulator has several advantages in a test environment, since it can easily reproduce different
scenarios, accelereate or decelerate the time resolution of its output and it takes no space. The code
for the emulator has been written using C++ language and the results have been plotted through
MATLAB software.
These models will be implemented on a real hardware device, a converter, in order to achieve the test
objectives listed in the previous section.
In the following section, the general configuration of the microgrid laboratory test will be explained.
17
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2 The microgrid laboratory test
2.1 General Configuration
The microgrid simulation test will be comprised of 4 different modules. Its overall structure is shown
in Figure 7.
Figure 7: Overall structure of the microgrid management simulation test.
As mentioned before, this master thesis is focused on the development of the green block, the emu-
lation module. Before getting into its functioning a short description of each block is provided.
2.1.1 Scenario Configurator
This module is in charge of defining the cases to emulate by generating the required inputs for the
optimization module and the emulator module. Different scenarios are going to be tested in order
to prove the correct function of the Optimization algorithm that is going to be implemented in the
flexibility management platform.
Within this module, a Configuration.csv file is generated containing all the information required to
start the simulation and correctly read the input to the emulator module. Among these informations
there are:
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• The total number of column of the emulation module’s input
• The column number of the required value to be extracted from the input file
• The total number of time periods of the simulation
• The control mode (only for the PV and EV emulator), which can be:
– Control mode 1: corresponding to a no control mode.
– Control mode 2: corresponding to an ON/OFF control mode.
– Control mode 3: corresponding to an adjustable control mode.
Moreover, thismodule generates the energy baseline for the emulator, corresponding to the forecasted
energy output for each emulator, during the all time periods.ere are 3 possible
As described in [26], the resolution of time used is 15 minutes and the optimization planning horizon
is 3 days, which means that each day is divided into 96 periods and each planning horizon into 288.
2.1.2 Optimization module
This module calculates the optimized values, according to each scenario and sends them to the ele-
ments of the microgrid. The algorithm aims at optimizing the use of the flexible devices in order to
minimize the electricity bill. The optimization is based on generation and consumption forecasts, that
in the current configuration are provided by the scenraio configurator module. The results are the op-
timized power setpoints that need to be sent to each of these devices to be applied for the following
period. These values are outputed in a .csv file named according to the following format:
"Site_(period number)_prosumer_costs_and_energy_balance.csv"
The period number corresponds to the instantaneous period it is being considered. For example, if
the total length of the test is of 288 periods, then the optimization algorithmwill be run 288 times and
will output 288 .csv files having the above format, each containing a number going from 1 to 288 in
place of (period number).
The value calculated in this module are optimized in order to prove the following flexibility services,
[26]:
• Time of use optimization: load shifting from high price intervals, in order to reduce the energy
price for prosumers.
• kW max control: reduce the maximum load within a predefined duration, in order to reduce
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the energy bill for the customer where this is applicable.
• Self balancing: Maximize economic gain for self-production and storage. Typically, this will
involve consuming as much of the produced energy as possible within the prosumer premise,
minimizing the amount of energy that is exported to the grid.
2.1.3 Emulation module
This module emulates the functioning of physical elements of the microgrid. Three different emula-
tors have been developed for the purpose of this master thesis: a PV system, an EV charger and an
EWH.
The module takes the optimization module’s output files as inputs and extracts the Control Signals
from them, according to the reference set in the Configuration.csv file.
After performing a comparison between the Scenario Data from the Scenario Configurator and the
Control Signal from theOptimization block, themodule outputs power and energy values. The power
values are sent to the microgrid with a 1 min time resolution, while the energy output are sent with
a 15 minute time resolution to the data metering module, which in turns sends these values back to
the optimization module, therefore starting a loop.
2.1.4 Data metering module
This module is in charge of measuring the energy flow of the different elements of the microgrid,
either real devices or emulators. It acts as a client of the Modbus TCP/IP server, resulting from the
combination of meters and communication modules, from where it receives the metered values. It
then sends the values to the optimization module, which uses them to set new control signals.
2.1.5 Microgrid
The microgrid is simulating a household having some flexibility devices installed, in this case a PV
system, an EV charger, an EWH and a battery. The behaviour of the first 3 elements is simulated by
an emulator, while the battery is a real device. The emulators are a combination of software (SW)
and hardware (HW), as shown in Figure 8. The HW is a converter, able to inject/consume any power
setpoint received by the SW, up to 25 kVA.
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Figure 8: Diagram of the microgrid.
The emulators send the power setpoints to the converter, which in turns inject or consume this power
into or from themicrogrid (blue arrow). The power setpoints are the result of the comparison between
the scenario data and the control signal from the optimizationmodule. Each element of themicrogrid
has a meter which measures the power flow and send the the metered values to the data metering
module and ultimately to the optimization module. According to these metered values the optimiza-
tion module calculates the control signals, send them to the emulators and everything is repeated in
a loop.
2.2 Test evolution steps
Before setting up the microgrid test, some intermediate steps are required. First of all, developing the
emulators, as described in Section 2.1.3. Once that is done, there is a need to integrate the emulators
with the optimization module, in a way that the emulators are able to read the optimization module’s
output (Figure 9).
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Figure 9: Integration of the optimization module with the emulator’s one.
The following step will be to adjust the optimization algorithm so that it is able to read the emulator’s
outputs, generates new control signal files and start setting a loop (Figure 10). At this stage the energy
flows are calculated internally by the emulator, to first establish a connection with the optimization
module.
Figure 10: Integration of the optimization module with the emulator’s one (future step 1).
Once this loop is set and its proven to be working, the further step is to integrate each emulator with
a converter (Figure 11) and its meters and test the communication between these elements is correct
and works properly.
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Figure 11: Integration of the optimization module with the emulator’s one (future step 2).
Finally, when this steps are achieved, the ultimate step is to the set up eachmodule as shown in Figure
7 and start the testing process.
2.3 Test objectives
The general objectives of the microgrid test are:
• To ensure that the platformwhere the INVADE concept is going to be tested, operates appropri-
ately. This means ensuring that all the equipment works as it is expected in stand-alone mode,
as well as connected to other devices.
• To verify that the equipment is able to send and receive the required monitoring and control
signals.
• To ensure that the metering, communications and control systems work suitably.
• To ensure that the flexibility platform responds as expected and interacts properly with the end-
user and other involved partners.
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3 PV emulator
3.1 The solar cell
Solar photovoltaic systems , or PV systems, are a well known and mature technology which is under-
going a rapid growth and development in the recent years: [27] estimates that in 2017 more solar PV
capacities were installed globally than any other power generation technology.
The working principle of a solar cell is based on the photoelectric effect, which concerns semicon-
ductor materials and allows them to convert sunlight into electricity [28]. A PV cell is usually made
of silicon (monocrystalline, m-Si or polycristallyne, p-Si), other common materials are the so called
thin films: Amorphous silicon (a-Si), Cadmium Telluride (CdTe) or Copper Indium Gallium Selenide
(CIGS). The record lab cell efficiency is 26.7% for m-Si and 22.3% for p-Si. The highest lab efficiency
in thin film technology is 22.9% for CIGS and 21.0% for CdTe solar cells [29].
To allow the photoelectric effect to happen the silicon cell is doped with elements carrying extra elec-
tron on the front layer (n-layer) and element carrying extra positive charges or holes on the back layer
(p-layer). These elements can be Phosphorous for the n layer and Boron for the P layer. Due to a
diffusion process the electrons on the n-side tend to move towards the p-side and viceversa for the
holes, this motion results in the creation of an electric field between the two layers. This keeps go-
ing on until the current −I0, created by the electric field, counterbalances the charges motion due to
diffusion. The region with such charge distribution is called P-N junction or depletion region and is
shown in Figure 12.
Figure 12: P-N junction [31].
A P-N junction not exposed to lights, acts exactly as a diode, in the sense that it only allows the current
to flow in one direction, corresponding to a forward bias condition. On the other hand, when the cell
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is exposed to sunlight, photons are able to cross the P-N junction and if they posses sufficient energy
they can dislodge an electron from its atom, thus creating a new hole-electron pair. The electric field
of the depletion region makes the electron flow to the n-type material and the hole to the p-type
material. By connecting the solar cell to an external circuit, the electron and the hole can recombine,
thus producing an electricity flow, as shown in Figure 13.
Figure 13: P-N junction subject to irradiation and connected to an external circuit [32].
3.1.1 Equivalent circuit and characteristic curve
The physics of all the processes explained in the previous section can be represented using the fol-
lowing equivalent circuit:
Figure 14: Equivalent circuit of a solar cell [33].
Isc represents the photo generated current, which is directly proportional to a coefficient depending
on the material, to the surface and to the irradiation (G).
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Isc = kmat ×Asurf ×G (1)
Id is the sum of the diffusive and the field current (I0) and represent the behaviour of the diode when
is shaded:
Id = I0 × (e
qUd
mkT − 1) (2)
Ud = V − RsI , is the voltage across the diode, q is the electron charge, m, K are constant coefficients
and T is the temperature.
Rsh is a resistance accounting for the losses on the lateral surface of the cell whileRs is accounting for
the losses due to the front surface.
Finally, after applying Ohm’s and Kirchhoff’s law, the following equation can be derived:
I = Isc − Id − V +RsI
Rsh
(3)
Therefore the characteristic curve of a solar cell is:
Figure 15: I-V & P-V curve [34].
Isc represents the maximum current, corresponding to a shortcircuit and Uoc the open circuit voltage.
The blue line shows the power-voltage characteristic, being P = V ×I . It can be noticed that the maxi-
mum power point (MPP) corresponds to two precise coordinates, Impp and Vmpp, that are respectively
the current and the voltage where the cell should be forced to operate.
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3.2 PV module and array
A single solar cell has an open circuit voltage of around 0.6 V and a short circuit current of 0.028-0.030
A/cm2, [33]. Therefore a cell of 100 cm2 can generate up to 2.5 Wp of power. In order to reach higher
values of power, several cells are connected in series and parallel to create a module. Then several
modules are connected to each other, both in parallel and series to form an array.
3.2.1 PV curve dependence and mismatch
The I-V curve of a PV module is highly dependent on the irradiation and the temperature. More
specifically, the higher the irradiation, the higher the short circuit current and the higher the temper-
ature the lower the open circuit voltage, as shown in Figure 16 and 17.
Figure 16: I-V curve for different irradiations [33].
Figure 17: I-V curve for different temperatures [33].
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When connecting several modules in series, the resulting voltage is the sum of eachmodule’s voltage.
On the other hand, connecting several modules in parallel results in a current equal to the sum of all
the modules’ currents. In this way any power output can be reached.
The termmismatch refers to the losses caused by the interconnection of solar cells presenting different
I-V curves due to construction defects or shading.
In case of 2 cells connected in series and one of them is shaded, the resulting curve is the sum of the
two voltages (Figure 18). Because of that, the overall current of the series will be restricted to the one
of the shaded cell, which is lower (green curve). A bypass diode in series with the shaded cell can
avoid that to happen and restore the current to the level of the non shaded cell (red curve).
Figure 18: Resulting curve of a mismatch between two modules in series with a bypass diode [33].
Same thing happens when 2 cells are connected in parallel and one of them is shaded, the resulting
curve will be the sum of the two currents (Figure 19). However the overall voltage will be restricted
to the one of the shaded module (green curve), which can reach values higher than the open circuit
voltage and therefor cause themodule to act as load. A block diode in parallelwith the shadedmodule
can avoid that to happen and restore the voltage to the level of the non shaded cell (red curve).
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Figure 19: Resulting curve of a mismatch between two modules in parallel with block diode [33].
3.2.2 MPPT
TheMaximum Power Point Tracker (MPPT) is the algorithm followed by a converter, connected at the
terminals of the PV system, to maximizing the power output. There are different MPPT algorithms,
the most common are:
• Perturbe & Observe (P & O): starting from Voc the voltage is gradually reduced by a quantity
∆V and the power output is calculated. If a decrease of voltage corresponds to an in increase in
power it means the point corresponding to that voltage is on the right of the MPP. This process
is continued until a decrease in voltage corresponds to a decrease in power, meaning that the
point reached is on the left of the MPP. This process is repeated continously in order to push the
panel in a point the closest possible to theMPP. Of course the lower the ∆V range, the better the
accuracy. This algorithm is one of themost used by theMPPT and represent a good compromise
between accuracy and computational time needed.
• Incremental Conductance: this algorithm compares the incremental conductance (1/R) to the
instantaneous conductance in a PV system. Depending on the result, it increases or decreases
the voltage until the MPP is reached. Unlike with the P&O algorithm, the voltage remains
constant once MPP is reached.
• Constant Voltage: this algorithm is based on the principle that the maximum power point volt-
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age is always a constant fraction of the open circuit voltage. The open circuit voltage of the cells
in the PV array is measured and used as input to the controller.
To connect a PV plant to the grid an inverter, or DC/AC converter is needed. The MPPT is usually in-
tegrated inside the inverter, as part of it, but sometimes it can also be integrated in aDC/DC converter,
as shown in Figure 20.
Figure 20: Scheme of a grid connected PV system [35].
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3.3 The emulator
Data regarding forecast of PV system’s power output are widely available, whereas temperature and
irradiation data are a bit more difficult to obtain. For this reason, the developed emulator is not
generating the energy distribution starting from the temperature and irradiation, but is taking the PV
energy output forecast from the Scenario Configurator and is calculating the actual energy output
according to certain restrictions. For lab purposes, this is way more convenient than having a real PV
converter. In a first stage the HW shown in Figure 8 is not integrated with the emulator, therefore the
metered values are directly calculated by the emulator itself (Figure 21). This is done in order to first
prove the correct functioning of the emulator and its integration with the optimization algorithm.
Once this is proven the test will be configured as Figure 8, with SW and HW integration and real
meters sending the values to the data metering module.
Figure 21: Scheme of the PV emulator.
Where:
• Energybaseline.csv comes from the Scenario Configurator and corresponds to the forecasted PV
energy output, with a time resolution of 1 minute between each period.
• Configuration.csv is a file coming from the Scenario Configurator and contains all the necessary
informations to read the control signal and get the chosen control mode.
• Site_(period number)_prosumer_costs_and_energy_balance.csv is the file coming from the op-
timization algorithm containing the control signal values with a time resolution of 15 minutes
between each period.
• LastPeriod.txt is the file containing the period number that is considered for each simulation.
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The purpose of the emulator is to compare, for each period, the energy baselinewith the control signal
and calculate the energy and power output according to the control mode chosen. The energy output
will then be sent to the optimization algorithm to start a loop, while the power output is sent to the
microgrid block. In Appendix A, the full C++ code for the emulator can be found. Figure 22 represent
the algorithm’s flow chart and in the following section, the logic behind it will be explained step by
step.
Figure 22: PV emulator algorithm’s flow chart.
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The first step is the creation of a class named PVemulator. with several functions related to it.
3.3.1 Function: read Configuration Parameters
This function gets the Configuration.csv file and saves the values contained in a 5 element array called
Conf_array.Table 1 displays all the informations contained in this array.
Conf_array[0] Total number of columns 15
Conf_array[1] Column of the control signal 12
Conf_array[2] Periods of the control signal 288 (each of 15 minutes)
Conf_array[3] Periods of Ebaseline 4320 (each of 1 minute)
Conf_array[4] Control Mode can be either 1,2 or 3
Table 1: Configuration.csv file for the PV emulator.
This file contains all the needed information to start running the code. Since the Site_(period num-
ber)__prosumer_costs_and_energy_balance.csv file is the same for all the emulators, by changing the
value of the second row, the function can read the control signal for any of the 3 emulators. The
difference between the 3 possible control modes is the one explained in section 2.1.1.
The specific actions performed according to each control mode will be explained in Section 3.3.5.
3.3.2 Function: Update period
The emulator needs to be able to read from different files having the same name (Site_(period num-
ber)[...].csv) except for the period number they refer to. This function reads a number from LastPe-
riod.txt file and updates it by adding 1, so that in the following period the emulator is able to read the
corresponding file.
3.3.3 Function: Read Control Signal
The control signal file, as previously mentioned, is coming from the optimization algorithm, is made
of 15 columns and for the purpose of the PV emulator only the 12th column needs to be read. The
function Read Control Signal saves all the values contained in that column in an array, Cs. In order to
correctly read the file a string is created following the format Site_(period number)[...].csv and putting
the number read from LastPeriod.txt file in place of (period number). In this way the algorithm is able to
read this file having different names, without manually modifying the .open("file name") line of code.
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Since the control signal has a time resolution of 15 minutes, while the Energy baseline has a resolu-
tion of 1 minute, an additional manipulation of the data is needed before actually comparing them.
Through a for cycle the elements of the control signal array are adapted to the same time resolution
by repeating each value as much as the ratio Periods of EbaselinePeriods of Control Signal . So for example if Control Signal
has a time resolution of 15minutes, over a full day it will contain 288 values, while the Energy baseline
with a time resolution of 1 minute will contain 4320 values. Therefore to adjust the two, each value
of Control Signal has to be repeated 4320288 = 15 times.
3.3.4 Function: Read Energy baseline
The Energy baseline file is a .csv file coming from the scenario Configurator. It corresponds to the
forecasted energy output from the PV system with a 1 minute time resolution. As for the previous
function, every value contained in this file is saved in an array called Eb.
3.3.5 Function: Get PV emulator output 1min
This function calculates the emulator output in terms of power that is going to be send to themicrogrid
with a time resolution of 1 min. According to the control mode chosen in the Configuration.csv file,
the algorithm perform the following actions:
• Control mode 1: the output is set equal to Eb.
• Control mode 2: whenever the Energy Baseline is greater than the Control Signal, the output is
set to 0 (OFF), otherwise is set equal to Eb (ON).
• Control mode 3: whenever the Energy Baseline is greater than the Control Signal, the output is
set equal to Cs, otherwise is set equal to Eb.
However, since both the Energy Baseline and the Control Signal are expressed in terms of energy,
before returning the output a conversion from energy to power is performed.
The purpose behind these control modes is related to the limits in exporting capability of PV genera-
tion, which sometimes require to curtail part of the production. The difference between control mode
2 and 3 is due to the specific inverter installed within the PV system. Some inverters indeed are only
able to send ON/OFF control signals, while others can impose specific outputs.
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3.3.6 Function: Get PV emulator output 15min
This function calculates the energy output to send to the data metering module. The time resolution
is the same as the Control Signal, 15 minutes. The energy is calculated by integrating the power over
a time period of 15 minutes:
E(t) =
∫ 15min
0
P (t)dt (4)
The data metering module will then send the value back to the optimization module and start a loop
until the end of the simulation, therefore after 288 periods.
3.4 Results and discussion
In themain function, an object of the class PVemulator is created and the function previously explained
are called. After getting the results, two .csv file are created with the 2 outputs. Finally, the function
UpdatePeriod is called to update the period number and get ready to read the file corresponding to
the following period.
To check the correctness of the results, the generated output file is plotted onMATLAB and the graphs
of Figure 23, 24, 25, 26 and 27 are obtained. The graphs show values over a time period of 3 days, the
first quadrant depicts the input values, the energy baseline in blue and the control signal in red, where
each point correspond to 1 minute. It can be noticed that the control signal value are constant during
15 minutes, as a result of the manipulation to adapt the time resolution. The two other quadrants
represent the output values, power and energy, where each point corresponds respectively to 1minute
for the power output and 15 minutes for the energy output.
As it can be noticed from Figure 23, the power output has the exact same behaviour of the energy
baseline, since it correspond to a no control mode. The energy output as well follows the same trend,
except for the conversion coefficient.
Figure 24 and 25, represent the emulator output with control mode 2, for 3 days and a zoom for 1 day,
respectively. It can be noticed that the output is set to 0 whenever the energy baseline is greater than
the control signal.
Figure 26 and 27, represent the emulator output with control mode 2, for 3 days and a zoom for 1 day,
respectively. In this case, when the energy baseline is greater that the control signal, the output is set
equal to the corresponding power value of the control signal.
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Figure 23: Results for the PV emulator with control mode 1 (3 days).
Figure 24: Results for the PV emulator with control mode 2 (3 days).
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Figure 25: Results for the PV emulator with control mode 2 ( Zoom on 1 day).
Figure 26: Results for the PV emulator with control mode 3 (3 days).
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Figure 27: Results for the PV emulator with control mode 3 (Zoom on 1 day).
38
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4 EV charger emulator
4.1 Technology behind EV
Following the trend of electrification, the transport sector is slowly moving towards electric vehicles.
These type of vehicles harness electricity to run an electric motor, rather than using a conventional
heat engine. The main advantages of an electric motor compared to a combustion engine are:
• Higher efficiency: an electric motor is typically 85%-90% efficient [36], meaning that it converts
that percentage of electricity into useful work. However, the overall efficiency of the vehicle has
to account for the losses attributed to charging and discharging the battery. According to the
US department of Energy [37], EVs convert 59%-62% of the electricity from the grid to power
the wheels, while conventional gasoline vehicles only convert about 17%-21% of energy stored
in the fuel to power the wheels.
• Less moving parts: which translates into lower maintenance costs.
• No noise: electric motor can solve the noise pollution problem that many cities are facing.
• No exhaust gas: electric motors emit no tailpipe pollutants, but the power plant producing the
electricity might do so, if it is not harnessing renewable sources.
There are different types of electric vehicles:
• Hybrid electric vehicle (HEV): powered by both gasoline and electricity. The electric energy
is generated by the car’s own braking system to recharge the battery, through a process called
regenerative braking. HEVs start off using the electric motor, then the gasoline engine cuts in as
load or speed rises. The two motors are controlled by an internal computer, which ensures the
best economy for the driving conditions. The Honda Civic hybrid and Toyota Camry hybrid are
both examples of HEVs.
• Plug-in Hybrid electric vehicles (PHEV): they can recharge the battery through both regen-
erative braking and plugging in to an external source of electrical power. Examples of PHEV,
currently in the market, are the Toyota Prius and the Mitsubishi Outlander.
• Battery electric vehicle (BEV): fully electric vehicleswith rechargeable batteries and no gasoline
engine. The battery is used to run the electric motor and all on-board electronics. Examples of
these type of vehicles are Tesla cars, BMW i3 or the Nissan Leaf.
• Fuel cell electric vehicle (FCEV): the electric motor is powered by a fuel cell in combination
with a battery. The fuel is generally compressed hydrogen. An example is the Toyota Mirai.
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• In future, solar electric vehicle: powered completely or significantly by direct solar energy.
Solar vehicles are not sold as practical day-to-day transportation devices at present, but are pri-
marily demonstration vehicles. The German start-up Sono Motors [38], designed a prototype
solar vehicle called the Sion [39], having 248 solar cells seamlessly integrated into the body,
which they claim can generate 34 Km worth of additional power per day, while being exposed
to sunlight. The car of course is not able to self sustain only based on solar power, therefore need
to be connected to the main grid to fully recharge the battery. However this prototype is quite
promising for the future, when thanks to the efficiency improvement of solar cells, the share of
solar generated electricity in the EV’s battery will certainly increase.
Different battery technologies are being used based on their advantages, applications and cost. The
batteries greatly affect the size and cost of the vehicle: more batteries means bigger size and higher
cost. Typical batteries used for EVs are Lead Acid and Nickel-Metal hybrid, but the most common
are Lithium-Ion batteries (Li-ion). The main advantage of these type of batteries are the high energy
and power densities as well as high charging efficiency [46]. Thanks to these properties EVs with
Li-Ion batteries are significantly lighter compared to other vehicle’s battery. The life cycle of Li-Ion
battery last up to 1000 charging cycles [46], however there are recent development taking place for
new alternatives to LI-Ion, such as Solid State batteries [40], which have a higher power density and
can withstandmore charging cycles. This type of batteries can charge faster than Li-Ion, as confirmed
in [41]. However, fast charging requires a high amount of power and this can be challenging from a
grid management point of view.
4.2 EV chargers and smart charging
Battery electric vehicles or plug-in hybrid electric vehicles needs to be connected to an external source
to recharge their batteries. However the electricity in the main grid is AC, while the EV’s motor is
powered by DC, therefore the power has to be converted either by the charging station (DC charg-
ing, connecting directly the battery with the external DC charging) or internally by the car itself (AC
charging).
An EV charger has 3 main parts (Figure 28):
• AC/DC power electronic converter: Converts the AC electricity coming from the grid, into DC
so that the battery can charge. This device is only present in DC chargingmode. In AC charging
mode the same device, located in the car, is employed to make this conversion.
• Charging port + cable + connector: The connector may differes from country to country. The
IEC62196 Type 2 connector, also referred to as Mennekes, was selected by the European Com-
mission as the standard for regular charging within the European Union [43]. However, other
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type of connectors are also present in Europe to allow fast charging, such as CHAdeMO [44]
and the Combined Charging System (CCS Combo 2) [45], which is an enhanced version of the
Type 2 connector.
• Battery management system + Charge controller: responsible for the communication, protec-
tion and control of the charging process. They control the charging current and stops it in case
of overcharging, complete draining, short circuit or over voltage of the battery. It also ensures
that the temperature and balancing between the battery cells are optimal for long battery life.
Figure 28: EV charging station scheme.
When the charging of a battery starts, it typically charges at a constant current, equal to or less then the
nominal current of the battery. During this period the voltage of the battery increases as the battery
gets charged. This is referred to as the constant current or CC charging region. Fast charging is done
in this region. When charging the battery there is a maximum charging current and charging voltage
for safe operation of the battery and to ensure a long lifetime. When the voltage reaches themaximum
set point, usually at a state of charge (SOC) of roughly 80%, the EV charger changes to the constant
voltage region or CV region where the voltage is maintained, while the current is gradually reduced
to 0 (Figure 29). Charging in this region typically takes a long time as the charging current reduces.
Charging is stopped once the current is close to zero.
A battery is hence charged by controlling the charging current. Therefore, faster charging can be
achieved by increasing the charging current which itself cause the CV region to start with a lower
SOC.
The delivered power is calculated as:
Pcharg = Vbatt × Icharg (5)
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Figure 29: Current and voltage in a battery charging process [47].
Recently, the concept of smart charging [42] is emerging as opposed to the conventional charging,
consisting in a uncontrolled charging process with a constant power starting when the EV is plugged
in until its full charge. In the case of many cars connected simultaneously, conventional charging can
result in a peak load demand on the electricity grid and since EVs are predicted to grow significantly,
this might have serious consequences on the power system infrastructure.
Smart charging can help overcome this issue by leveraging on renewable energy generation and en-
ergy prices, thus providing flexibility to the grid. In the case of many cars connected together, for
example at a work place, smart charging can help manage and spread the charging over the day. Al-
ternatively, the cars can be charged at the same time but with a lower power for each car such that the
charging is spread over the 8 hours at work. Smart charging can also be planned according to distri-
bution grid constraints and local renewable energy availability, as well as driver preferences. Wind
and solar power generation have their peak production in the start and middle of the day, respec-
tively. On the other hand, the energy prices and loads on the grid reach their maximum at the end of
the day. Smart charging can schedule the charging process in the morning and mid day, to harness
renewables production and slowly decrease the power towards the evening, when both load demand
and electricity prices are high.
At the same time, the combined batteries of electric vehicles represent a substantial storage potential,
so that Vehicle-to-Grid (V2G) services are also possible, the batteries can supply power to the grid
during times when renewable sources fall short (Figure 30). In this vision of the future, which obvi-
ously requires a lot of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) support, electric vehicles
are seen as active components of the power system.
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Figure 30: Vehicle-to-grid simplified scheme [50].
4.2.1 European Standards
In Europe, different chargingmodes for EVs are identified, each characterized by its ownpower range,
cable and connector type. Table 2 summarizes the different modes of charging, as described in [48]
according to the power range and the type of current and connector.
Mode Power range (kW) Current Connector (car side)
1 up to 2.3 AC Mennekes
2 up to 7.4 kW (1 phase) or 22 kW (3 phase) AC Mennekes
3 up to 44 kW AC Mennekes
4 up to 175 kW DC Chademo or Combo
Table 2: Different charging modes, data from [48].
To ensure an efficient charging process, communication protocols are established between the charg-
ing station and the EV. These protocols are responsible to manage the power flow exchange between
the two and ensure the process is carried out safely.
Mode 1 and 2 do not employ any communication protocol, since the charging is done through con-
ventional household plugs. However, mode 2 entails a charging through a cable with an In-Cable
Control Box (ICCB), which ensure a control on the charging process.
In Mode 1, 2 and 3 the on board charger of the EV, converts the power from AC to DC. The size
and weight on the on-board charger depends on the maximum charging power. Typically on-board
chargers have a maximum power in the range of 1.9 to 22 kW [49]. If the charging power has to be
further increased, then the charger will become bigger and heavier. However, due to size and weight
restrictions inside the vehicle, the on-board charger is limited in size and weight as well.
Charging power range above 22 kW are referred to as Fast Charging [48]. Mode 3 and 4 are therefore
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fast charging modes.
In Mode 3 and 4 the adequate charging capacity AC or DC is determined by communication between
charging station and vehicle.
Mode 4 is mainly being applied for fast charging. The conversion from AC to DC takes place in the
charging station. Hence, no use is being made of the converter in the vehicle.
Figure 31 below, summarizes the 4 different modes.
Figure 31: Schemes of the different charging modes [48].
4.3 Policies and business concerning EVs
Dynamic market uptake of electric vehicles has occurred in recent years. According to [51], in 2017
the sales of new electric cars worldwide reached 1 million units, representing a 54 % increase in sales
compared to 2016. Themarket leader in 2017wasNorway, where EV’s reached 39% share in new car’s
sale, followed by Sweden and Iceland with respectively 6.3 and 2.2 % [51]. More than half of global
sales in 2017 took place in China, where EV’s reached a share of 2.2 % in number of cars sold [51]. In
2050, according to [4] more than 1 billion EVs would be on the road and their consumption would be
equivalent to more than 10% of today’s global electricity demand.
Electrification of other transport modes is also developing quickly, especially for bikes, motorbikes
and buses. In 2017, sales of electric buses were about 100 000 and sales of two-wheelers are estimated
at 30 million, for both modes, the vast majority was in China [51].
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The overall growth of the EV fleet is strictly dependent on the development of the charging infrastruc-
ture. The International Energy Agency estimates in [51] that currently around 3.5 million EV charger,
both private and public are present and the projection for 2030, based on specific policy scenarios are
of around 15 million. It is clear that policy makers will play a big role in the evolution of this figure
and without adequate policies the spread of EVs will be difficult.
The transition towards electric mobility requires a wide array of measures and supporting actions,
able to adapt to specific market contexts as markets evolve to mass adoption. The spread of EV can
greatly benefit public health, climate change and energy policies’ goals by improving air quality, tack-
ling climate change and reducing the dependence on oil imports.
As pointed out in [51], subsidies at vehicle purchase, aswell as complementarymeasures that enhance
the value proposition of driving electric on a daily basis (e.g. preferential parking rates, road toll
rebates and low emission zones) are pivotal to attract new consumers and businesses.
Continuing with the reasoning in [51], policy-makers will also need to foster charging infrastructure
development and grid services to enable innovative business models to emerge and to facilitate a
smooth integration of EVs in power grid operations. In particular, changes in the regulations govern-
ing grid operations, such as allowing non-utility stakeholders to enter the charging services market
(which is currently not permitted in a number of countries), can easily lift key barriers to innovation
and investment. The approach should be directed towards maximizing the synergies between the
electrified transport sector and the supply of VRE sources.
Many campaigns and initiative worldwide are currently aiming to increase awareness about EV’s po-
tential. An example is the Electric Vehicle Initiative, EVI [54], which is a multi-governmental policy
forum established in 2009 under the Clean Energy Ministerial, dedicated to accelerating the deploy-
ment of electric vehicles worldwide. Governments currently active in the EVI include Canada, China,
Finland, France, Germany, India, Japan, Mexico, Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, United Kingdom and
United States. The EVI acts as platform for knowledge-sharing on policies and programmes support-
ing EV deployment. An important initiative of EVI took place in 2017, when all member countries
committed to achieve a 30% share of electric vehicles in the total of all vehicle by 2030, through a cam-
paign known as EV30@30 [55]. The EU founded Horizon 2020 project INVADE is also a positive sign
going towards the same direction [24].
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4.4 The emulator
The scheme of the EV charger emulator is shown in Figure 32. In this case too, in a first stage the
energy outputs are calculated by the emulator itself, instead of being the results of a real meter.
Figure 32: Scheme of the EV emulator.
Where:
• Energybaseline.csv comes from the Scenario configurator and corresponds to the maximum
energy available at the EV charging station.
• Configuration.csv is a file coming from the Scenario Configurator and contains all the necessary
informations to read the control signal and get the chosen control mode.
• Site_(period number)_prosumer_costs_and_energy_balance.csv is the file coming from the op-
timization algorithm containing the control signal values with a time resolution of 15 minutes
between each period.
• LastPeriod.txt is the file containing the period number that is considered for each simulation.
The purpose of the emulator is to compare the energy baseline with the control signal and calculate
the EV charger’s energy and power output according to the control mode chosen and the battery’s
SOC. It is important to point out that the optimization module has no information regarding the SOC
of the EV, only forecasts, so the emulator needs to internally calculate it and limit the charging of the
EV when the SOC is near to 1. The energy output will then be sent to the optimization algorithm to
start a loop, while the power output is sent to the microgrid. In Appendix B, the full C++ code for the
emulator can be found. In the next pages, Figure 33 and 34 shows the emulator’s code flowcharts. In
the following section, the code and the logic behind it will be explained.
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Figure 33: Overall flow chart of the EV charger’s emulator code.
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Figure 34: Flow chart of the EV’s energy and power output calculations.
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First of all, a class named EV charging station has been created containing some initial assumptions
and several functions. The assumed constants are:
• The electric vehicle battery capacity, set as 85 kWh.
• The battery’s charging parameter, set as 0.8, corresponding to the SOC after which the power
delivered is constrained and decrease linearly until reaching 0 when the SOC reaches 1 (Figure
35 and Equation 6).
• The initial SOC of the vehicle’s battery is set to 0.3.
Figure 35: Power delivered as a function of SOC
In the constrained region the power follow this equation:
P = Pmax − Pmax
1− 0.8 × (SOC(t)− 0.8) (6)
The functions read Configuration Parameters, Update Period, read Control Signal, read Energy baseline are
the same as the one previously explained in sections 3.3.1, 3.3.2, 3.3.3, 3.3.4 and serve the same pur-
poses. The only difference is in the Configuration.csv file, where the column number of the Control
Signal changes, compared to Table 1:
Conf_array[0] Total number of columns 15
Conf_array[1] Column of the control signal 10
Conf_array[2] Periods of the control signal 288 (each of 15 minutes)
Conf_array[3] Periods of Ebaseline 4320 (each of 1 minute)
Conf_array[4] Control Mode can be either 1,2 or 3
Table 3: Configuration.csv file for the EV emulator
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4.4.1 Function get connection
This function gets the Energy Baseline array from the read Energy baseline function and creates an
array containing either a 1 or a 0, whenever the vehicle is connected to the charging station or not,
respectively. In other words, whenever the Energy baseline is greater than 0.
4.4.2 Function get Emin
This function compares Energy baseline and the Control Signal and according to the control mode
chosen in the Configuration.csv file, it outputs an array called Emin having the following values:
• Control mode 1: corresponds to a no control mode, therefore Emin is set equal to the Energy
Baseline.
• Control mode 2: corresponds to an ON/OFF control mode, meaning that whenever the energy
baseline is greater than the control signal, the Emin is set equal to 0 (OFF), otherwise is set equal
to the energy baseline (ON).
• Control mode 3: corresponds to an adjustable mode, this time whenever the energy baseline is
greater than the control signal, Emin is set equal to the control signal, otherwise is set equal to
the energy baseline.
4.4.3 Function get SOC
This function calculates the State of Charge (SOC) of the EV’s battery. The state of charge (SOC) of a
battery is a measure of the charging process, it is equal to 0 when the battery is empty and 1 when it
is full. It is calculated as follow:
SOC(t) = SOC(t− 1) +
∫
P (t)dt
Battery Capacity
(7)
In this case the argument of the integral are the elements of the array Emin previously obtained.
4.4.4 Function get Eout1min
This function calculates the energy output with a 1 minute time resolution. According to the SOC,
the following actions are performed (Figure 34):
• SOC < 0.8: Eout1min(t) = Emin(t)
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• 0.8 < SOC > 1: Eout1min(t) = Emin(t) − Emin(t)1−0.8 × (SOC(t) - 0.8) (following the behaviour of
Figure 35 and Equation 6).
• SOC = 1: Eout1min(t) = 0.
4.4.5 Function get Pout
This function converts the Eout1min array into a power array by dividing each element by 0.0166,
which are the equivalent hours of 1 minute. The reason why this conversion is not directly performed
in the Eout1min function is that the values returned by this function are required to calculate the
function Eout15min, explained in the following section.
4.4.6 Function get Eout15min
This function decreases the time resolution of the Eout1min array, by creating an array with a time
resolution of 15 minutes, where each element holds a value corresponding to the cumulative energy
throughout every 15 minutes of the Eout1min array:
Eout15min =
n=15∑
i
Eout1mini (8)
4.5 Results and discussion
In the main section of the emulator code an object of the class EV charging station is created and all the
function previously explained are called with the required outputs.
Two .csv file are generated, the first containing the Power output and the SOC and the second contain-
ing the Energy outuput every 15 minutes. Through MATLAB the results for each control mode have
been plotted and are shown below. The time period corresponds to a full day. In the first quadrant
the enrgy baseline and the control signal are plotted and the last 3 quadrant show the 3 outputs. Each
point represents 1 min, for the first 3 quadrants, while in the last quadrant each point corresponds to
15 minutes.Therefore the number points are 1440 in first 3 and 96 in the last. The initial SOC in all the
three cases is set equal to 0.3 as explained in the beginning of the section. The graphs only shows 1
day, instead of 3, like in the PV emulator to better visualize the different trends.
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In Figure 36 the results for the no control mode are represented. It can be noticed that the power
output is exactly the same as the energy baseline, except when the SOC reaches values higher than
0.8. In this case the power is constrained and behaves like in Figure 35, therefore following Equation
6. Because of that, the SOC beyond the 0.8 threshold grows lower compared to the region below it.
Figure 36: Results for the EV emulator with control mode 1 (1 day).
In Figure 37 and 38 the results for control mode 2 are presented. Figure 37 represents the whole
day, while Figure 38 is a zoom of the time period in between minute 750 and minute 855. It can be
noticed from Figure 38 that the power output is set to 0, in the point where the energy baseline is
higher than the control signal (minute 780). For this reason, the SOC remains constants and reaches
a value of around 0.6. In Figure 37, it can be noticed, that from minute 1260 there is another charging
process, this time the SOC reaches a level of 0.8 and from that point, it starts to grow slowly, since the
power output is constrained by Equation6. The energy output follows the same trend as each point
correspond to the sum of 15 points of the Eout1min array (Section 4.4.6).
Figure 39 and Figure 40 shows the results for control mode 3. As for the previous two Figures, Figure
37 represents the whole day, while Figure 38 is a zoom of the time period in between minute 750 and
minute 855. In this case, focusing on Figure 40 it can be noticed that in minute 780, the power output
is calculated from the control signal, therefore it remains flat as this one, instead of increasing like
the energy baseline does. In minute 790 the SOC reaches a value of 0.8 and from that moment on, it
starts to grows slowly, as the power output is constrained by Equation 6. It can be noticed that the
cumulative energy output in this case is higher compared to control mode 2, since the power has not
been completely curtailed, but calculated from the control signal values. The same process happens
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from minute 1260 in Figure 39.
Figure 37: Results for the EV emulator with control mode 2 - (1 day).
Figure 38: Results for the EV emulator with control mode 2 (Zoom on minutes 750-855).
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Figure 39: Results for the EV emulator with control mode 3 (1 day.
Figure 40: Results for the EV emulator with control mode 3 (Zoom on minutes 750 to 855).
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5 Electric water heater emulator
5.1 The electrification of the residential sector
Residential buildings consume a great amount of energy to power appliances, heat water and ensure
thermal comfort. As shown in Figure 41, most of the energy consumed in the residential sector is used
for heating, both space heating or water heating, which as of today are mainly obtained from natural
gas fed applications. However, with the current trend of electrification of residential appliances, along
with the call for less dependency on fossil fuels, the demand for electricity, especially for heating
purposes, is expected to rise significantly [60].
Figure 41: Residential energy consumption by end user [59].
According to [4], the share of electricity in the residential sector’s final energy use is expected to rise
from 31 in 2015 to 56% in 2050. The electrification of the residential sector can play an important role
and significantly help the need for flexibility on the demand side. This need is translated into the
concept of demand response (DR), which corresponds to load shedding or shifting with the aim of
optimizing the utilization of the existing grid assets. Electricity loads can be categorized as flexible or
not flexible, according to the degree of freedom they allow regarding their operations. Electric water
heaters (EWH) are an example of flexible loads, since they store thermal energy with a high thermal
inertia, their operations can be scheduled in order to provide grid support without really affecting
the thermal comfort of its user.
5.2 Working principles of an electric water heater
An electric water heater consists of a big tank storing hot water that is periodically heated by an
internal electric resistance, controlled by a thermostat. The coldwater enters the tank from the bottom,
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while the hot water exits it from the top. This is due to the intrinsic physical properties of water which
make hotwater lighter than coldwater [56]. Because of that thewater in the tank is said to be stratified,
meaning that it is divided in different layers having a positive temperature gradient when proceeding
towards the top.
Figure 42: Simple diagram of an electric water heater [57].
Usually the user sets aminimumwater temperature and the thermostat turns on the electric resistance
whenever the temperature drops below this limit. However, this approach is not optimal, since a lot
of energy is wasted in keeping the water hot no matter if there is an actual need for it. Typically a
tank can store a full day’s supply of hot water and has high thermal inertia, therefore it doesn’t matter
when it is charged.
A more flexible approach would be to heat up the water less frequently, by decreasing the minimum
allowed temperature (always respecting the limit set by the law concerning the Legionella bacteria,
which proliferate below 45 °C [58]) and to heat up the water only when it is the most profitable.
For example, when the prices of electricity are lower or when there is a need to store excess energy
from renewables. Residential water heating demand usually peaks in themorning and evening hours
(Figure 43), while renewables produce most in the middle of day. From a grid management point
of view it will make more sense to charge the water tank in the middle of the day rather than in
the morning or evening, thus contributing to flatten the demand. Moreover, during low demand
hours, electricity is cheaper, therefore this will also contribute to reduce the electricity bill. The most
important thing is not affecting the customer comfort or habits, but making him/her aware of the
possible benefits of a more flexible approach.
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Figure 43: Typical demand curve for different seasons for a residential electric water heater [61].
5.3 The emulator
The electric water heater represents the controllable load in the microgrid test. As for the other 2
emulators, initially the metered values are calculated by the emulator itself, to check its correct func-
tioning before setting up the loop between the data meteringmodule and the optimization algorithm.
The emulator is structured as shown in Figure 44.
Figure 44: Scheme of the EWH emulator.
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Where:
• Energybaseline.csv comes from the Scenario configurator and corresponds to the forecasted en-
ergy demand from the water heater.
• Configuration.csv is a file coming from the Scenario Configurator and contains all the necessary
information to read the control signal and get the chosen control mode.
• Site_(period number)_prosumer_costs_and_energy_balance.csv comes from the Optimization
module and corresponds to the value of energy the EWH should deliver according to the opti-
mization algorithm.
• LastPeriod.txt is the file containing the period number that is considered for each simulation.
This emulator is a bit different compared to the two previous one as there are no different control
modes and the output is not a mere comparison between the energy demand and the control signal,
but it is dependent on the temperature profile and how the combination of these two value affects it.
The aim is to take as inputs the energy baseline and the control signal and calculate the tempera-
ture profile resulting from the combination of the two. The control signals from the optimization
algorithm curtails and shifts the heater’s energy consumption according to the specific flexibility re-
quests. Following the description given in [62], inside the optimization algorithm, for each period,
a parameter says whether it is allowed to disconnect the heater or not. A maximum disconnection
period of 30 minutes is allowed and a minimum duration of 3 hours, between one disconnection and
another, is set.
The output of the emulator is the energy consumed by the heater during the period in between ses-
sions, obtained from the temperature profile and the constraint of respecting a minimum internal
temperature. A session is identified as a period of time during which there is energy demand which
has been either curtailed, shifted or kept the same by the control signal. Figure 45 shows each session
for the considered set of data; the energy demand is represented in blue while the control signal is
the red dashed line. The data represent a whole day and the time resolution is 15 minutes, therefore
there are 96 points.
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Figure 45: Identification of the sessions.
In the first session for example, the energy baseline and the control signal are the same, therefore there
is no curtailment or shift. In the second session, instead, the control signal is imposing a curtailment
and a shift. Figure 46, shows a zoom of Figure 45, in order to better visualize these 2 situations.
Figure 46: Identification of the sessions(Zoom on minutes 20 to 50).
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In Appendix C, the full C++ code for the emulator can be found. In the following sections, the code
and the logic behind it will be explained step by step. Figure 47 and 48, represent the flow chart of the
whole emulator’s code and the algorithm behind the temperature profile’s calculations, respectively.
Figure 47: Flowchart of the EWH emulator’s code.
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Figure 48: Flowchart of the temperature profile block.
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The first step is the creation of a classed named ElectricWaterHeater containing some predefined pa-
rameters, some assumptions and several functions.
5.3.1 Setup parameters
P = 2000 W, nominal power
Tset = 60 °C, temperature set point
Tin = 22 °C, inlet cold water temperature
Tamb = 22 °C, ambient temperature
R = 0.9 m2KW , thermal resistance
U = 1/R = 1.11 W
m2K
, overall heat transfer coefficient
ρ = 1000 Kg
m3
, water density
cp = 4186 JKgK , water specific heat
V = 0.06m3, tank volume
A = 0.9m2, tank surface
η = 0.98, heater’s efficiency
Tmin = 57 °C, minimum reachable temperature during no consumption period
5.3.2 Assumptions
To evaluate the volume flow rate of water coming out of the heater during the consumption periods,
the following assumption has been made:
• Daily water consumption: 30 l/pers/day
• Number of people: 1
• Duration of the consumption: 30 minutes consumption/day/person
Therefore:
V˙ =
30
1000× 30× 60 = 1.667e− 05
m3
s
(9)
The volume flow rate greatly affect the temperature profile during the consumption periods. The
higher it is, the more negative the temperature profile’s slope becomes. This value have been chosen
because it provides realistic results according to the energy demand profile used. However, it has
been found, that if V˙ is increased too much, using the same energy demand profile, the results are
slightly less realistic.
The functions read Configuration Parameters, Update Period, read Control Signal, read Energy baseline are
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the same as the one previously explained in sections 3.3.1, 3.3.2, 3.3.3, 3.3.4 and serve the same pur-
poses. The only difference is that, since there is not any control mode input request, the Configura-
tion.csv file is structured as shown in Table 4.
Conf_array[0] Total number of columns 13
Conf_array[1] Column of the Energy Baseline 9
Conf_array[2] Column of the Control Signal 10
Conf_array[3] Periods of Energy Baseline 96 (each of 15 minutes)
Conf_array[4] Periods of the Control Signal 96 (each of 15 minutes)
Table 4: Configuration.csv file for the EWH emulator.
5.3.3 Function get OFF, get SHIFT, get session
Comparing the energy demand with the control signal of Figure 45, different scenarios can be identi-
fied:
1. Energy baseline (t) = control signal (t).
2. Energy baseline (t) > 0 and control signal (t) = 0.
3. Energy baseline (t) = 0 and control signal (t) > 0.
4. Control signal (t-1) = 0 and control signal (t)>0 (session start time) or control signal (t-1)>0 and
control signal (t) = 0 (session end time) or when control signal (t) = 0 in between a session.
To account for these different scenarios, the get OFF, get SHIFT and get session functions creates 3
arrays:
• OFF: equal to 1 when scenario 2 occurs, 0 otherwise.
• SHIFT : equal to 1 when scenario 3 occurs, 0 otherwise.
• session: equal to 1 whenever scenario 4 occurs, 0 otherwise. The occurance of Econtrol(t) = 0 in
between a session is identified as the condition when the element session(i-1) = 1, session(i) = 0
and session(i+1) = 1. When this happens, session(i) is set equal to 1, to account for this situation.
In the considered set of data, this only occur once, specifically in minute 87 (Figure 45).
It is important to underline that the control signals from the optimization algorithm are monitoring
the energy values during the session periods. In between a session and another the heater is left free
to operate as set, even though the control signal are zero.
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The above listed arrays are really important because their value, directly affect the temperature profile
and with it the energy and power output. The session array, specifically, is relevant to account for the
situation of the heater’s disconnection from the grid inside a session, which cause an impossibility
for the heater to recover from the temperature drop, until the session is over.
Figure 49 gives a better understanding of these vectors:
Figure 49: OFF, SHIFT and session vector.
5.3.4 Function get Tb
This function is responsible to build the temperature profile based only on the energy baseline. The
reason behind getting this temperature profile is to use it as a comparisonwith the temperature profile
resulting form the combination of the energy baseline and the control signal (Section 5.3.5).
The temperature in the first time step, Tb[0], is set equal to 60°C, then according to whether there is
consumption or not the temperature profile will behave differently.
The temperature profile is modeled according to the following equation, coming from [63]:
T (t) = T (t− 1)× e− 1R′C t + (GR′Tamb +BR′Tin +R′Pη)× e−
1
R′C t (10)
Where:
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T (t− 1) = Temperature in the previous time step
R′ = 1G+B
G = AR
A = heater’s surface area
R = 1U
B = ρV˙ cp
C = ρV Cp
Tamb = ambient temperature
Tin = heater’s inlet water temperature
P = heater’s nominal power
η = heater’s efficiency
t = time step = 15 × 60 = 900 s
In case of energy demand equal to 0,B andP are also equal to zero, therefore the internal temperature
is calculated as:
T (t) = Tamb + (T0 − Tamb)× e−
UA
ρV cp
t (11)
After getting this temperature through a variable named recover time, the time necessary to push this
temperature up to 60 °C is calculated. In case the temperature is below the minimum allowed level
(57 °C) and the recover time is lower then the time step (900 s) then T (t) is set equal to 60 °C. This is to
simulate the working principle of the heater, which self turns on every time the temperature is below
the minimum allowed temperature and push it back to 60 °C. In case the temperature is below the 57
°C limit, but the required recover time is greater than the time step, the following equation is used to
model the temperature’s behaviour:
T (t) = Tamb + (T0 − Tamb − Pη
UA
)× e−
UA
ρV cp
t
+
Pη
UA
(12)
On the other handwhen there is a consumtpion (Energy demand > 0), the temperature profile follows
equation 10.
5.3.5 Function get Tc
This function calculates the temperature profile when combining the control signal with the energy
baseline.The flow chart in Figure 48 shows the structure of the algorithm behind this section. Ac-
cording to the value of the previously mentioned arrays OFF, SHIFT and session different case can
occur.
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Case 1 - No water consumption, SHIFT[i] = 0, session[i] = 0 and temperature in between the set
limits (T[t] > Tmin)
In this case:
B = 0
P = 0
T (t) = Equation (11)
When this condition occurs, the temperature is decreasing only due to the losses with the environ-
ment.
Case 2 - No water consumption, SHIFT[i] = 0, session[i] = 0 and temperature not in between the set
limits (T(t) < Tmin)
B = 0
P = 2000
Same as explained in the previous section, the required time to go from T(t-1) to 60 °C is calculated, if
it is less than the time step chosen (i.e 15 minutes) the temperature T(t) is set equal to 60 °C, otherwise
the temperature T(t) is calculated as Equation (12). Using equation 12 the temperature will increase,
but since the time step is not long enough it won’t reach 60°C.
Case 3 - No water consumption, SHIFT[i] = 1:
B = 0
P = 2000
Same behaviour as Equation (12).
Case 4 - No water consumption, session[i] = 1
B = 0
P = 0
The temperature profile follows Equation (11).
Case 5 - Water consumption, OFF[i] = 1
B 6= 0, because V˙ = Equation (9)
P = 0
Therefore the temperature profile is:
T (t) = T (t− 1)× e− 1R′C t + (GR′Tamb +BR′Tin)× e−
1
R′C t (13)
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In this case the temperature decreases a lot since there is consumption and the heater is switched off.
Case 6 - Water consumption, OFF[i] = 0
B 6= 0, because V˙ 6= 0
P = 2000
The temperature profile is following Equation (10).
The temperature decreases less than the previous case because it is partially compensated by the
heater.
5.3.6 Function get Eout
This function calculate the energy output as a combination between the control signal and the ex-
tra energy required during the off session period to push the temperature above the minimum level
allowed. It is calculated as:
Eoutput = ρV cp × (T c(t)− Tc(t− 1))× 2.777778× 10−7 (14)
The last factor is to convert Eoutput from [J] to [kWh].
5.3.7 Function get P out
This function converts the E out array into a power array in order to send the values to the micro-
grid. The conversion is performed by dividing each element of the Eout array by 0.25, which is the
equivalent in hours of 15 minutes.
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5.4 Results & discussion
Figure 50 and 51, shows the emulator’s results.
Figure 50: Temperature profile.
Figure 51: Power and energy output.
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Figure 50, shows the heater’s temperature profile. The blue line in the temperature profile graph rep-
resents the baseline temperature, modeled only according to the energy baseline, without considering
the control signal. The temperature is modeled as Equation (11) when Ed = 0 and T (t) > Tmin, as
Equation (12) whenEd= 0 and T (t)<Tmin and as Equation (10) whenEd> 0. While the red line rep-
resents the temperature modeled according to all the different cases of Section 5.3.5. Both lines have
been plotted together to assess comparisons between them and better understand the logic behind the
modelling. In between 20 and 30, a difference between the temperature profile in the baseline (blue
line) and the one due to both the baseline and control signal (red line) can be noticed, even though
the energy baseline and control signal perfectly overlap. In the baseline, the temperature at time step
25 starts to increase, while the red line keeps decreasing. This is due to the fact that in that time step,
session(25) = 1, therefore the heater can not turn on and the temperature keeps decreasing, following
Case 4. In the next time step, session(26) = 0 and therefore the temperature behaves as described in
Case 1. In time step 39 there is energy demand but the control signal is commanding an OFF, OFF(39)
= 1. Therefore the temperature decrease significantly compared to the Baseline, following the Equa-
tion of Case 5. Later on, it starts to slowly increase until time step 43, where SHIFT(43) = 1, making
the slope very high and positive, according to Case 3 section.
Figure 51 shows the emulator’s outputs, respectively the energy and power. They are exactly the same
as the control signal, except for the off session period. In this time slot indeed the calculated energy
correspond to the one the heater would need to compensate a temperature drop higher than then 57
°C. For example, the peak at time step 27, corresponds to the energy needed to push the temperature
at time step 26, equal to 52.37 °C (which is lower than the minimum allowed limit of 57) back to 60
°C. Considering Equation (14), T(t) = 60 and T(t-1) = 52.37. The same logic is applied to calculate all
the following peaks during the off session periods. The power output is calculated by dividing each
energy point by 0.25, which corresponds is the equivalent hour value of 15 minutes.
It can be noticed that in this case output results have the same time resolution, 15 minutes. This
emulator is a bit more complex compared to the 2 previous one, as it has more intermediary steps
before calculating the outputs. Therefore, in a first stage it is better to have a larger time resolution in
order to check its correct functioning. Later on, when it is proven to work the time resolution can be
reduced and fit to the one of the other 2 emulators. The most difficult part of having a smaller time
resolution, 1 minute for instance, is to recognize when a 0 occurs in a session period (time step 87 of
Figure 45). This is quite straightforward when the resolution is 15 minutes and is done by checking
the value of session(86) and session(88), if they both are equal to 1, then session(87) needs to be 1 too,
to account for the 0 inside the session. This is also coherent with the 30 minutes disconnection limit
stated in [62]. This process is not that straightforward when the time resolution is 1 min, since it is
not anymore enough to check the previous and following value of session, as time step 87 of Figure 45,
will be replaced by 15 points and somore points has to be checked before setting the value of session(i)
= 1.
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6 Conclusion and future steps
This master thesis started by analyzing the main trends concerning the current energy sector and its
transition from a centralized to a decentralized generation. As a result of this, the electricity network
needs to adapt and get ready to accommodate large shares of VREs resources and EVs. The concept
of flexibility is the key enabling this transition, but it will require a lot of work both on the regulation
and technical side, before becoming a reality. The Horizon 2020 project INVADE is currently tackling
this issue and involving several experts worldwide to come up with a solution.
Thework for thismaster thesis has been donewithin this context and itsmain objectivewas to develop
3 flexibility device emulators, namely a PV system, an EV charger and an EWH. This models are
going to be integrated in a microgrid test to analyze how they respond to the INVADE optimization
algorithm, before its deployment in a realistic scenario. The description of the test and its specific
objective is included in Section 2.
Section 3, 4, 5 provides an in-depth description of the emulators and the logic behind the algorithms.
More specifically, Section 3.4, 4.5, 5.4 contains the results for the 3 emulators. Overall, the graphs
displayed a behavior that is coherent with the expectations and the equations employed.
The PV emulator correctly output energy and power values according to both the energy baseline and
the control signals (Figures 24, 25, 26, 27). Whenever the output of the PV system is higher than the
forecasts, the emulator performs some sort of curtailments, different according to the control mode
chosen. This is done to account for possible limits in the exporting capability of the end-user. The
control mode refers to different curtailment methodologies, one with no control, one with either an
ON or an OFF control signal and one with a specific value imposed. The reason for these different
control modes is related to the inverter installed within the PV system. Some inverters are only able
to withstand ON or OFF mode, others can impose specific outputs, which in this case corresponds to
the control signal coming from the optimization algorithm.
The EV charger emulator has also proven to work correctly, as the power and energy outputs (Figure
37, 38, 39, 40) are both constrained by the control signals and the SOC of the vehicle. The reason
behind having different control modes is similar to the one for the PV emulator and is related to the
different ways converters handle external signals. The EV charging station is not only dependent on
the control signal coming from the optimization algorithm, but based on that, the emulator calculates
the SOC and according to its value, it further curtails the power for SOC values above 0.8. Moreover
in the case of a control signal greater than 0 and a SOC value of 1, the output of the emulator will
be 0, since the vehicle is already charged and do not need any additional power. This is important,
because the optimization algorithm is not considering the actual SOC of the battery in its calculations,
but only forecasts.
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The EWH emulator also presented positive results (Figure 50 and Figure 51). In this case no control
mode is employed, to avoid affecting the comfort of the end users. The control signal values from the
optimization algorithmare calculated according to the energy prices and they operate curtailment and
shifting on the forecasted energy demand, in order to reduce the electricity bill of the end user. In this
case the power and energy output are highly dependent on the temperature profile of thewater inside
the tank and the minimum allowed temperature set by the user. According to these two parameters,
the power and energy output of the emulator can vary significantly. A high water consumption from
the heater will results in lower reached temperature inside the tank, which in turns will require more
power to restore the temperature to its minimum allowed limit. Keeping track of the evolution of the
internal temperature can also help reduce the power consumed by the heater. For example in cases
when the temperature is above the minimum limit and the control signal are greater than zero, the
power won’t be consumed since there is no need for it.
Considering these results, it can be said that the first step to set-up the microgrid test, which corre-
sponds to the development of the emulators, has been completed. Moreover, a second step, which
involves the integration of the optimization module with the emulators, as shown in Figure 9, has
also been completed, but only partially. To do that, an additional script has been written in Python
language and is shown in Appendix D. The reason for using a different language compared to the one
of the emulators is due to the fact that the optimization algorithm is also written in Python. The piece
of code is able to run the .exe file of the emulators and generate the corresponding outputs. To do that
the subprocess library on Python has been employed. A brief description of this library is included in
Appendix D.
These two steps represents only the beginning in the test set-up process, few others are still needed be-
fore reaching the goal. As listed in Section 2.2, these additional steps includes: the completion of step
2, by modifying the optimization algorithm so that it is able to read the outputs of the emulators and
set up the loop shown in Figure 10; the integration of the emulators with their respective converters
and meters and a verification that the communication between the different elements work properly
(Figure 11). After completion of these steps, the test can finally be run and attain its objectives.
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Appendix
The first 3 section of the Appendix, A, B and C shows the code for the PV emulator, the EV charger
emulator and the EWH emulator. They have beenwritten usign C++ language, with Codeblocks IDE,
version 17.12 and GNU GCC Compiler.
Appendix D shows the Python script written to integrate the emulators with the optimization algo-
rithm.
A) PV emulator code (C++)
# include <iostream>
# include< s t d l i b . h>
# include<s td io . h>
# include<fstream>
# include<s t r ing >
# include<sstream>
/∗ Taking t h e PV a c t u a l ene rgy
compar ing i t wi th t h e r e f e r e n c e one
and c a l c u l a t i n g ou tpu t s a c c o r d i n g t o t h e c o n t r o l mode cho s en
∗ /
using namespace std ;
c l a s s PVemulator
{
public :
in t c = 0 ;
/∗ Thi s f u n c t i o n r e a d s t h e v a l u e s
in t h e C on f i g u r a t i o n . c sv f i l e and
s a v e s them in an a r r ay ∗ /
in t ∗ read_Configurat ion_Parameters ( i f s t r eam& Conf )
{
Conf . open ( " Configurat ion . csv " ) ;
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s t a t i c in t Conf_array [ 5 ] ;
/∗ Con f_a r ray [ 0 ] = t o t a l column
Con f_a r ray [ 1 ] = column p o s i t i o n o f t h e c o n t r o l s i g n a l ;
Con f_a r ray [ 2 ] = t o t a l number o f p e r i o d s o f t h e c o n t r o l s i g n a l ;
Con f_a r ray [ 3 ] = t o t a l number o f p e r i o d s o f E b a s e l i n e ;
Con f_a r ray [ 4 ] = Con t r o l mode ( 1 : OFF ; 2 :ON/OFF ; 3 : Ad j u s t a b l e ) ∗ /
while ( Conf . good ( ) )
{
s t r i ng l i n e ;
g e t l i n e ( Conf , l ine , ’ , ’ ) ;
c ++;
switch ( c )
{
case 1 :
g e t l i n e ( Conf , l ine , ’ , ’ ) ;
i s t r i ngs t r eam ( l i n e ) >> Conf_array [ 0 ] ;
c ++;
break ;
case 3 :
g e t l i n e ( Conf , l ine , ’ , ’ ) ;
i s t r i ngs t r eam ( l i n e ) >> Conf_array [ 1 ] ;
c ++;
break ;
case 5 :
g e t l i n e ( Conf , l ine , ’ , ’ ) ;
i s t r i ngs t r eam ( l i n e ) >> Conf_array [ 2 ] ;
c ++;
break ;
case 7 :
g e t l i n e ( Conf , l ine , ’ , ’ ) ;
i s t r i ngs t r eam ( l i n e ) >> Conf_array [ 3 ] ;
c ++;
break ;
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case 9 :
g e t l i n e ( Conf , l ine , ’ , ’ ) ;
i s t r i ngs t r eam ( l i n e ) >> Conf_array [ 4 ] ;
c ++;
break ;
}
}
Conf . c l o se ( ) ;
return Conf_array ;
}
/∗ Thi s f u n c t i o n upda t e
t h e p e r i o d number by add ing 1
t o t h e v a lu e in t h e L a s t P e r i o d . t x t f i l e ∗ /
void UpdatePeriod ( fstream& Las tPe r i od_ f i l e )
{
La s tPe r i od_ f i l e . open ( " LastPer iod . t x t " , i o s : : in ) ;
in t LastPeriod_number ;
La s tPe r i od_ f i l e >> LastPeriod_number ;
La s tPe r i od_ f i l e . c l o se ( ) ;
s t r ings t ream ss ;
ss << LastPeriod_number ;
s t r i ng Period = ss . s t r ( ) ;
in t period_number = LastPeriod_number + 1 ;
La s tPe r i od_ f i l e . open ( " LastPer iod . t x t " , i o s : : out ) ;
L a s tPe r i od_ f i l e << period_number ;
La s tPe r i od_ f i l e . c l o se ( ) ;
}
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/∗ Thi s f u n c t i o n r e ad t h e Con t r o l s i g n a l v a l u e s from t h e
S i t e _ ( p e r i o d number ) _p r o sume r_ c o s t s _ and_ en e r gy_b a l an c e . c sv f i l e
and s a v e s i t in an a r r ay . ∗ /
f l o a t ∗ read_ControlS ignal ( i f s t r eam& Conf , i f s t r eam& Contro lS ignal )
{
in t ∗ Conf_array = read_Configurat ion_Parameters ( Conf ) ;
in t to tCol = Conf_array [ 0 ] ;
in t CsPos = Conf_array [ 1 ] ;
in t Periods_Cs = Conf_array [ 2 ] ;
s t a t i c f l o a t ∗Cs = ( f l o a t ∗ ) malloc ( Periods_Cs ∗ s izeof ( f l o a t ) ) ;
fs tream Las tPe r i od_ f i l e ;
La s tPe r i od_ f i l e . open ( " LastPer iod . t x t " , i o s : : in ) ;
in t LastPeriod_number ;
La s tPe r i od_ f i l e >> LastPeriod_number ;
La s tPe r i od_ f i l e . c l o se ( ) ;
s t r ings t ream ss ;
ss << LastPeriod_number ;
s t r i ng Period = ss . s t r ( ) ;
s t r i ng FileName = " S i t e _ " + Period +
" _prosumer_costs_and_energy_balance . csv " ;
Contro lS ignal . open ( FileName . c _ s t r ( ) ) ;
in t i =0 ;
in t x=0;
while ( Contro lS ignal . good ( ) )
{
s t r i ng l i n e ;
g e t l i n e ( ControlSignal , l ine , ’ , ’ ) ;
i ++;
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/∗ Thi s way i t on ly r e a d s and s av e t h e v a l u e
c o n t a i n e d in t h e r i g h t column ∗ /
i f ( i == totCol+CsPos − 2 || i == ( to tCol+CsPos − 2 )+( to tCol − 2)∗ x )
{
g e t l i n e ( ControlSignal , l ine , ’ , ’ ) ;
i s t r i ngs t r eam ( l i n e ) >> Cs [ x ] ;
x++;
}
}
Contro lS ignal . c l o se ( ) ;
/∗ t o a d j u s t t h e t ime r e s o l u t i o n o f t h e c o n t r o l s i g n a l
t o t h e one o f t h e E b a s e l i n e ∗ /
in t Periods_Eb = Conf_array [ 3 ] ;
s t a t i c f l o a t ∗newCs = ( f l o a t ∗ ) malloc ( Periods_Eb ∗ s izeof ( f l o a t ) ) ;
in t t =0 ;
in t j ;
for ( i =0 ; i < Periods_Cs ; i ++)
{
for ( j = t ; j < ( ( Periods_Eb/Periods_Cs ) ∗ ( i + 1 ) ) ; j ++)
{
newCs[ j ] = Cs [ i ] ;
}
t = t + ( Periods_Eb/Periods_Cs ) ;
}
return newCs ;
}
/∗ Thi s f u n c t i o n r e a d s t h e Energy B a s e l i n e v a l u e s
from E b a s e l i n e . c sv f i l e and s a v e s i t in an a r r ay ∗ /
f l o a t ∗ read_Ebasel ine ( i f s t r eam& Conf , i f s t r eam& Ebase l ine )
{
in t ∗ Conf_array = read_Configurat ion_Parameters ( Conf ) ;
in t Periods_Eb = Conf_array [ 3 ] ;
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s t a t i c f l o a t ∗Eb = ( f l o a t ∗ ) malloc ( Periods_Eb ∗ s izeof ( f l o a t ) ) ;
Ebase l ine . open ( " PV_Ebaseline_Input . csv " ) ;
in t i = 0 ;
while ( Ebase l ine . good ( ) )
{
s t r i ng l i n e ;
g e t l i n e ( Ebasel ine , l i n e ) ;
i s t r i ngs t r eam ( l i n e ) >> Eb [ i ] ;
i ++;
}
return Eb ;
}
/∗ Thi s f u n c t i o n c a l c u l a t e s t h e power ou tput o f t h e emu l a t o r ∗ /
f l o a t ∗ get_PVemulator_Output_1min ( i f s t r eam& Conf , i f s t r eam& ControlSignal ,
i f s t r eam& Ebase l ine )
{
in t ∗ Conf_array = read_Configurat ion_Parameters ( Conf ) ;
f l o a t ∗ Cs = read_ControlS ignal ( Conf , Contro lS ignal ) ;
f l o a t ∗ Eb = read_Ebasel ine ( Conf , Ebase l ine ) ;
in t Periods_Eout = Conf_array [ 3 ] ;
in t ControlMode = Conf_array [ 4 ] ;
s t a t i c f l o a t ∗Eout = ( f l o a t ∗ ) malloc ( Periods_Eout ∗ s izeof ( f l o a t ) ) ;
s t a t i c f l o a t ∗Pout = ( f l o a t ∗ ) malloc ( Periods_Eout ∗ s izeof ( f l o a t ) ) ;
in t i ;
for ( in t i =0 ; i <Periods_Eout ; i ++)
{
switch ( ControlMode )
{
case 1 : / / OFF
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Eout [ i ] = Eb [ i ] ;
break ;
case 2 : / / ON/OFF
i f (Cs [ i ] < Eb [ i ] )
{
Eout [ i ] = 0 ;
}
e lse
{
Eout [ i ] = Eb [ i ] ;
}
break ;
case 3 : / / Ad j u s t a b l e
i f (Cs [ i ] < Eb [ i ] )
{
Eout [ i ] = Cs [ i ] ;
}
e lse
{
Eout [ i ] = Eb [ i ] ;
}
break ;
}
Pout [ i ] = Eout [ i ] / 0 . 0 1 66 ;
}
return Pout ;
}
/∗ Thi s f u n c t i o n c a l c u l a t e s t h e ene rgy output o f t h e emu l a t o r ∗ /
f l o a t ∗ get_PVemulator_Output_15min ( f l o a t ∗ Pout1min )
{
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i f s t r eam Conf ;
in t ∗ Conf_array = read_Configurat ion_Parameters ( Conf ) ;
in t Periods_Pout = Conf_array [ 3 ] ;
s t a t i c f l o a t ∗Pout15min = ( f l o a t ∗ ) malloc ( Periods_Pout ∗ s izeof ( f l o a t ) ) ;
s t a t i c f l o a t ∗Eout15min = ( f l o a t ∗ ) malloc ( Periods_Pout ∗ s izeof ( f l o a t ) ) ;
in t i ;
in t t = 1 ;
in t j ;
for ( i =0 ; i < 288 ; i ++)
{
Pout15min [ i ] = 0 ;
for ( j = t ; j < (15∗ ( i + 1 ) ) ; j ++)
{
Pout15min [ i ] = Pout15min [ i ]+Pout1min [ j ] ;
}
t = t +15;
Eout15min [ i ] = Pout15min [ i ]∗60∗15∗0 .000277778 ;
}
return Eout15min ;
}
} ;
in t main ( )
{
PVemulator PV ;
i f s t r eam Configurat ion ;
i f s t r eam Contro lS ignal ;
i f s t r eam Ebase l ine ;
ofstream check_resu l t s ;
ofstream PowerOutput_1min ;
in t ∗ Conf_array ;
f l o a t ∗ Cs ;
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f l o a t ∗ Eb ;
f l o a t ∗ Pout1min ;
f l o a t ∗ Eout15min ;
in t i ;
Conf_array = PV. read_Configurat ion_Parameters ( Configurat ion ) ;
Cs = PV. read_ControlS ignal ( Configuration , Contro lS ignal ) ;
Eb = PV. read_Ebasel ine ( Configuration , Contro lS ignal ) ;
Pout1min = PV. get_PVemulator_Output_1min ( Configuration , ControlSignal ,
Ebase l ine ) ;
Eout15min = PV. get_PVemulator_Output_15min ( Pout1min ) ;
check_resu l t s . open ( " check_resu l t s . t x t " ) ;
PowerOutput_1min . open ( "PV_PowerOutput . csv " ) ;
for ( i =0 ; i < Conf_array [ 3 ] ; i ++)
{ / / c ou t << Pout1min [ i ] << end l ;
/∗ f o r l a t e r p l o t t i n g t h e r e s u l t on MATLAB∗ /
check_resu l t s << Eb [ i ] << " ␣ " << Cs [ i ] << " ␣ " << Pout1min [ i ] << endl ;
PowerOutput_1min << Pout1min [ i ] << endl ;
}
ofstream EnergyOutput ;
EnergyOutput . open ( " PV_EnergyOutput . csv " ) ;
for ( i =0 ; i < Conf_Array [ 2 ] ; i ++)
{
EnergyOutput << Eout15min [ i ] << endl ;
}
/∗ in o r d e r t o r e ad t h e inpu t f o r t h e f o l l ow i n g p e r i o d ∗ /
/ / f s t r e am L a s t P e r i o d _ f i l e ;
/ / PV . Upda t ePe r i od ( L a s t P e r i o d _ f i l e ) ;
return 0 ;
}
}
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B) EV charger emulator code (C++)
# include <iostream>
# include< s t d l i b . h>
# include<s td io . h>
# include<fstream>
# include<s t r ing >
# include<sstream>
using namespace std ;
c l a s s EV_Charging_Station
{
public :
in t Bat teryCapaci ty = 85 ; / / kWh
f l o a t ChargingParameter = 0 . 8 ;
in t c = 0 ;
/∗ Thi s f u n c t i o n r e a d s t h e v a l u e s
in t h e C on f i g u r a t i o n . c sv f i l e and
s a v e s them in an a r r ay ∗ /
in t ∗ read_Configurat ion_Parameters ( i f s t r eam& Conf )
{
Conf . open ( " Configurat ion . csv " ) ;
s t a t i c in t Conf_array [ 5 ] ;
/∗ Con f_a r ray [ 0 ] = t o t a l column
Con f_a r ray [ 1 ] = colomn p o s i t i o n o f t h e c o n t r o l s i g n a l ;
Con f_a r ray [ 2 ] = t o t a l number o f p e r i o d s o f t h e c o n t r o l s i g n a l
Con f_a r ray [ 3 ] = t o t a l number o f p e r i o d s o f e b a s e l i n e
Con f_a r ray [ 4 ] = Con t r o l mode ( 1 : OFF ; 2 :ON/OFF ; 3 : Ad j u s t a b l e ) ∗ /
while ( Conf . good ( ) )
{
s t r i ng l i n e ;
g e t l i n e ( Conf , l ine , ’ , ’ ) ;
c ++;
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switch ( c )
{
case 1 :
g e t l i n e ( Conf , l ine , ’ , ’ ) ;
i s t r i ngs t r eam ( l i n e ) >> Conf_array [ 0 ] ;
c ++;
break ;
case 3 :
g e t l i n e ( Conf , l ine , ’ , ’ ) ;
i s t r i ngs t r eam ( l i n e ) >> Conf_array [ 1 ] ;
c ++;
break ;
case 5 :
g e t l i n e ( Conf , l ine , ’ , ’ ) ;
i s t r i ngs t r eam ( l i n e ) >> Conf_array [ 2 ] ;
c ++;
break ;
case 7 :
g e t l i n e ( Conf , l ine , ’ , ’ ) ;
i s t r i ngs t r eam ( l i n e ) >> Conf_array [ 3 ] ;
c ++;
break ;
case 9 :
g e t l i n e ( Conf , l ine , ’ , ’ ) ;
i s t r i ngs t r eam ( l i n e ) >> Conf_array [ 4 ] ;
c ++;
break ;
}
}
Conf . c l o se ( ) ;
return Conf_array ;
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}
/∗ Thi s f u n c t i o n upda t e
t h e p e r i o d number by add ing 1
t o t h e v a lu e in t h e L a s t P e r i o d . t x t f i l e ∗ /
void UpdatePeriod ( fstream& Las tPe r i od_ f i l e )
{
La s tPe r i od_ f i l e . open ( " LastPer iod . t x t " , i o s : : in ) ;
in t LastPeriod_number ;
La s tPe r i od_ f i l e >> LastPeriod_number ;
La s tPe r i od_ f i l e . c l o se ( ) ;
s t r ings t ream ss ;
ss << LastPeriod_number ;
s t r i ng Period = ss . s t r ( ) ;
in t period_number = LastPeriod_number + 1 ;
La s tPe r i od_ f i l e . open ( " LastPer iod . t x t " , i o s : : out ) ;
L a s tPe r i od_ f i l e << period_number ;
La s tPe r i od_ f i l e . c l o se ( ) ;
}
/∗ Thi s f u n c t i o n r e ad t h e Con t r o l s i g n a l v a l u e s from t h e
S i t e _ ( p e r i o d number ) _p r o sume r_ c o s t s _ and_ en e r gy_b a l an c e . c sv f i l e
and s a v e s i t in an a r r ay . ∗ /
f l o a t ∗ read_ControlS ignal ( i f s t r eam& Conf , i f s t r eam& Contro lS ignal )
{
in t ∗ Conf_array = read_Configurat ion_Parameters ( Conf ) ;
in t to tCol = Conf_array [ 0 ] ;
in t CsPos = Conf_array [ 1 ] ;
in t Periods_Cs = Conf_array [ 2 ] ;
s t a t i c f l o a t ∗Cs = ( f l o a t ∗ ) malloc ( Periods_Cs ∗ s izeof ( f l o a t ) ) ;
fs tream Las tPe r i od_ f i l e ;
La s tPe r i od_ f i l e . open ( " LastPer iod . t x t " , i o s : : in ) ;
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in t LastPeriod_number ;
La s tPe r i od_ f i l e >> LastPeriod_number ;
La s tPe r i od_ f i l e . c l o se ( ) ;
s t r ings t ream ss ;
ss << LastPeriod_number ;
s t r i ng Period = ss . s t r ( ) ;
s t r i ng FileName = " S i t e _ " + Period +
" _prosumer_costs_and_energy_balance . csv " ;
Contro lS ignal . open ( FileName . c _ s t r ( ) ) ;
in t i =0 ;
in t x=0;
while ( Contro lS ignal . good ( ) )
{
s t r i ng l i n e ;
g e t l i n e ( ControlSignal , l ine , ’ , ’ ) ;
i ++;
i f ( i ==totCol+CsPos − 2 || i ==( to tCol+CsPos − 2 )+( to tCol − 2)∗ x )
{
g e t l i n e ( ControlSignal , l ine , ’ , ’ ) ;
i s t r i ngs t r eam ( l i n e ) >> Cs [ x ] ;
x++;
}
}
Contro lS ignal . c l o se ( ) ;
/∗ t o a d j u s t t h e t ime r e s o l u t i o n o f t h e c o n t r o l s i g n a l
t o t h e one o f t h e E b a s e l i n e ∗ /
in t Periods_Eb = Conf_array [ 3 ] ;
s t a t i c f l o a t ∗newCs = ( f l o a t ∗ ) malloc ( Periods_Eb ∗ s izeof ( f l o a t ) ) ;
in t t =0 ;
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in t j ;
for ( i =0 ; i < Periods_Cs ; i ++)
{
for ( j = t ; j < ( ( Periods_Eb/Periods_Cs ) ∗ ( i + 1 ) ) ; j ++)
{
newCs[ j ] = Cs [ i ] ;
}
t = t + ( Periods_Eb/Periods_Cs ) ;
}
return newCs ;
}
/∗ Thi s f u n c t i o n r e a d s t h e Energy B a s e l i n e v a l u e s
from E b a s e l i n e . c sv f i l e and s a v e s i t in an a r r ay ∗ /
f l o a t ∗ read_Ebasel ine ( i f s t r eam& Conf , i f s t r eam& Ebase l ine )
{
in t ∗ Conf_array = read_Configurat ion_Parameters ( Conf ) ;
in t Periods_Eb = Conf_array [ 3 ] ;
s t a t i c f l o a t ∗Eb = ( f l o a t ∗ ) malloc ( Periods_Eb ∗ s izeof ( f l o a t ) ) ;
Ebase l ine . open ( " EV_baseline_Input . csv " ) ;
in t i = 0 ;
while ( Ebase l ine . good ( ) )
{
s t r i ng l i n e ;
g e t l i n e ( Ebasel ine , l i n e ) ;
i s t r i ngs t r eam ( l i n e ) >> Eb [ i ] ;
i ++;
}
return Eb ;
}
/∗ Thi s f u n c t i o n output an a r r a y hav ing a 1 when E b a s e l i n e > 0
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and a 0 in c a s e E b a s e l i n e = 0 ∗ /
in t ∗ get_connect ion ( f l o a t ∗ Ebase l ine )
{
i f s t r eam Conf ;
in t ∗ Conf_array = read_Configurat ion_Parameters ( Conf ) ;
in t Period_connect ion = Conf_array [ 3 ] ;
s t a t i c in t ∗ connect ion = ( in t ∗ ) malloc ( Period_connect ion ∗ s izeof ( in t ) ) ;
in t i ;
for ( i =0 ; i < Period_connect ion ; i ++)
{
i f ( Ebase l ine [ i ] >0)
{
connect ion [ i ] = 1 ;
} e lse {
connect ion [ i ] = 0 ;
}
}
return connect ion ;
}
/∗ Thi s f u n c t i o n output a v e c t o r Emin hav ing as e l em en t s
t h e minimum between t h e Energy B a s e l i n e and t h e Con t r o l S i gn a l ∗ /
f l o a t ∗ get_Emin ( f l o a t ∗ Eb , f l o a t ∗ Cs )
{
i f s t r eam Conf ;
in t ∗ Conf_array = read_Configurat ion_Parameters ( Conf ) ;
in t Period_Emin = Conf_array [ 3 ] ;
in t ControlMode = Conf_array [ 4 ] ;
s t a t i c f l o a t ∗Emin = ( f l o a t ∗ ) malloc ( Period_Emin∗ s izeof ( f l o a t ) ) ;
in t i ;
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for ( i =0 ; i <Period_Emin ; i ++)
{
switch ( ControlMode )
{
case 1 : / / No c o n t r o l
Emin [ i ] = Eb [ i ] ;
break ;
case 2 : / / ON/OFF
Emin [ i ] = Eb [ i ] ;
i f ( Eb [ i ] > Cs [ i ] )
{
Emin [ i ] = 0 ;
}
e lse i f ( Eb [ i ] <= Cs [ i ] )
{
Emin [ i ] = Eb [ i ] ;
}
case 3 : / / Ad j u s t a b l e
i f ( Eb [ i ] > Cs [ i ] )
{
Emin [ i ] = Cs [ i ] ;
}
e lse i f ( Eb [ i ] <= Cs [ i ] )
{
Emin [ i ] = Eb [ i ] ;
}
}
}
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return Emin ;
}
/∗ Thi s f u n c t i o n c a l c u l a t e s t h e S t a t e o f Charge
o f t h e v e h i c l e ’ s b a t t e r y ∗ /
f l o a t ∗ get_SOC ( f l o a t ∗ Emin )
{
i f s t r eam Conf ;
i f s t r eam Ebase l ine ;
f l o a t ∗ Eb = read_Ebasel ine ( Conf , Ebase l ine ) ;
in t ∗ connect ion = get_connect ion (Eb ) ;
in t ∗ Conf_array = read_Configurat ion_Parameters ( Conf ) ;
in t SOC_period = Conf_array [ 3 ] ;
s t a t i c f l o a t ∗SOC = ( f l o a t ∗ ) malloc ( SOC_period∗ s izeof ( f l o a t ) ) ;
in t i ;
for ( i =0 ; i < SOC_period ; i ++)
{
i f ( connect ion [ i ] == 1)
{
SOC[ i −1] = 0 . 3 ;
} e lse {
SOC[ i ] = 0 ;
}
}
for ( i =0 ; i < SOC_period ; i ++)
{
i f ( connect ion [ i ] == 1)
{
SOC[ i ]= SOC[ i −1] + (Emin [ i ] )/ Bat teryCapaci ty ;
}
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i f (SOC[ i ] > 1)
{
SOC[ i ] = 1 ;
}
}
return SOC;
}
/∗ Thi s f u n c t i o n c a l c u l a t e s t h e ene rgy output f o r e a ch minute ,
a c c o r d i n g t o t h e t h e SOC o f t h e v e h i c l e ’ s b a t t e r y ∗ /
f l o a t ∗ get_Eout1min ( f l o a t ∗ Eb , f l o a t ∗ Cs )
{
i f s t r eam Conf ;
i f s t r eam Ebase l ine ;
in t ∗ Conf_array = read_Configurat ion_Parameters ( Conf ) ;
in t Period_Eout = Conf_array [ 3 ] ;
s t a t i c f l o a t ∗Eout =
( f l o a t ∗ ) malloc ( Period_Eout ∗ s izeof ( f l o a t ) ) ;
f l o a t ∗ Emin = get_Emin (Eb , Cs ) ;
f l o a t ∗ SOC = get_SOC (Emin ) ;
in t ∗ connect ion = get_connect ion (Eb ) ;
in t i ;
for ( i =0 ; i <Period_Eout ; i ++)
{
i f ( connect ion [ i ] == 1)
{
i f (SOC[ i ] <= ChargingParameter )
{
Eout [ i ] = Emin [ i ] ;
}
e lse i f (SOC[ i ] > ChargingParameter && SOC[ i ] < 1)
{
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Eout [ i ] = Emin [ i ] −
(Emin [ i ]/(1−ChargingParameter ) ) ∗
(SOC[ i ]−ChargingParameter ) ;
}
e lse i f (SOC[ i ] = 1)
{
Eout [ i ] = 0 ;
}
} e lse i f ( connect ion [ i ] == 0)
{
Eout [ i ] = Emin [ i ] ;
}
}
return Eout ;
}
/∗ Thi s f u n c t i o n c a l c u l a t e s t h e power ou tput e v e r y 1 minute ,
t a k i n g as an inpu t t h e ene rgy output ∗ /
f l o a t ∗ get_Pout ( f l o a t ∗ Eout )
{
i f s t r eam Conf ;
in t ∗ Conf_array = read_Configurat ion_Parameters ( Conf ) ;
in t Period_Pout = Conf_array [ 3 ] ;
s t a t i c f l o a t ∗Pout =
( f l o a t ∗ ) malloc ( Period_Pout ∗ s izeof ( f l o a t ) ) ;
in t i ;
for ( i =0 ; i <Period_Pout ; i ++)
{
Pout [ i ] = Eout [ i ] / 0 . 0 1 66 ; / / 0 .0166 hours = 1 min ;
}
return Pout ;
}
/∗ Thi s f u n c t i o n c a l c u l a t e t h e ene rgy output e v e r y 15 minutes ,
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e a ch e l emen t c o r r e s p ond s t o t h e sum o f 15 e l emen t s o f t h e Eout a r r a y ∗ /
f l o a t ∗ get_Eout15min ( f l o a t ∗ Eout1min )
{
i f s t r eam Conf ;
i f s t r eam Ebase l ine ;
in t ∗ Conf_array = read_Configurat ion_Parameters ( Conf ) ;
in t Period_Eout15min = Conf_array [ 2 ] ;
s t a t i c f l o a t ∗Eout15min =
( f l o a t ∗ ) malloc ( Period_Eout15min ∗ s izeof ( f l o a t ) ) ;
in t i ;
in t t = 0 ;
in t j ;
for ( i =0 ; i < Period_Eout15min ; i ++)
{
Eout15min [ i ] = 0 ;
for ( j = t ; j < (15∗ ( i + 1 ) ) ; j ++)
{
Eout15min [ i ] = Eout15min [ i ]+Eout1min [ j ] ;
}
t = t +15;
}
return Eout15min ;
}
} ;
in t main ( )
{
i f s t r eam Conf ;
i f s t r eam Contro lS ignal ;
i f s t r eam Ebase l ine ;
ofstream r e su l t s ;
ofstream Eout15minf i le ;
EV_Charging_Station EV;
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in t ∗ Conf_array = EV. read_Configurat ion_Parameters ( Conf ) ;
f l o a t ∗ Cs = EV. read_ControlS ignal ( Conf , Contro lS ignal ) ;
f l o a t ∗ Eb = EV. read_Ebasel ine ( Conf , Ebase l ine ) ;
f l o a t ∗ Emin = EV. get_Emin (Eb , Cs ) ;
f l o a t ∗ Eout1min = EV. get_Eout1min (Eb , Cs ) ;
f l o a t ∗ SOC = EV. get_SOC ( Eout1min ) ;
f l o a t ∗ Pout = EV. get_Pout ( Eout1min ) ;
f l o a t ∗ Eout15min = EV. get_Eout15min ( Eout1min ) ;
/ / To c h e c k t h e r e s u l t s in MATLAB
Eout15minf i le . open ( " Eout15minfile_OUTPUT . csv " ) ;
r e s u l t s . open ( " results_OUTPUT . csv " ) ;
in t i ;
for ( i =0 ; i < Conf_array [ 3 ] ; i ++)
{
/ / To c h e c k t h e r e s u l t s
/∗ c ou t << i << " " << " Eb : " << Eb [ i ] << " Cs : " << Cs [ i ] <<
" Emin : " << Emin [ i ] << " SOC: " << SOC[ i ] << " Eout : " <<
Eout1min [ i ] << end l ; ∗ /
r e su l t s <<Eb [ i ]<< " , "<<Cs [ i ]<< " , "<<SOC[ i ]<< " , "<<Pout [ i ]<<endl ;
}
for ( i =0 ; i < Conf_array [ 2 ] ; i ++)
{
Eout15minf i le << Eout15min [ i ] << endl ;
/ / c ou t << i << " " << Eout15min [ i ] << end l ;
}
/ / f s t r e am La s t P e r i o d ;
/ / EV . Upda t ePe r i od ( L a s t P e r i o d ) ;
/ / in o r d e r t o r e ad t h e inpu t f i l e o f t h e f o l l ow i n g p e r i o d
return 0 ;
}
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C) EWH emulator code (C++)
# include <iostream>
# include< s t d l i b . h>
# include<s td io . h>
# include<fstream>
# include<s t r ing >
# include<sstream>
# include <cmath>
using namespace std ;
c l a s s Elec t r i cWaterHeater
{
public :
f l o a t Tset = 6 0 . ;
f l o a t Tin = 2 2 . ;
f l o a t Tamb = 2 2 . ;
f l o a t R = 0 . 9 ;
f l o a t U = 1/R ;
f l o a t V = 0 . 0 6 ;
f l o a t A = 0 . 9 ;
f l o a t G = A/R ;
f l o a t rho = 1 0 0 0 . ;
f l o a t cp = 4 1 8 6 . ;
f l o a t C = V∗ rho∗cp ;
f l o a t e f f = 0 . 9 8 ;
in t P = 2000 ;
in t Tmin = 57 ;
f l o a t V_dot = 30 ./1000 ./30 ./60 . ;
/∗ (m3 / s ) c a l c u l a t e d assuming
a consumpt ion o f 30 l / p e r s , 2 p e o p l e and 15 minutes
o f wat e r consumpt ion pe r day ∗ /
f l o a t B = rho∗V_dot∗cp ;
f l o a t R_ = 1/(B+G) ;
in t t ime_step = 15∗60 ;
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f l o a t k1 = exp ( −(1/(R_∗C) ) ∗ t ime_step ) ;
f l o a t k2 = G∗R_∗Tamb ;
f l o a t k3 = B∗R_∗Tin ;
/∗ Thi s f u n c t i o n r e a d s t h e v a l u e s
in t h e C on f i g u r a t i o n . c sv f i l e and
s a v e s them in an a r r ay ∗ /
in t ∗ read_Configurat ion_Parameters ( i f s t r eam& Conf )
{
in t c = 0 ;
Conf . open ( " Configurat ion . csv " ) ;
s t a t i c in t Conf_array [ 4 ] ;
/∗ Con f_a r ray [ 0 ] = t o t a l column
Con f_a r ray [ 1 ] = column p o s i t i o n o f t h e ene rgy b a s e l i n e ;
Con f_a r ray [ 2 ] = column p o s i t i o n o f t h e c o n t r o l s i g n a l
Con f_a r ray [ 2 ] = t o t a l number o f p e r i o d s o f t h e c o n t r o l s i g n a l
Con f_a r ray [ 3 ] = t o t a l number o f p e r i o d s o f E b a s e l i n e
∗ /
while ( Conf . good ( ) )
{
s t r i ng l i n e ;
g e t l i n e ( Conf , l ine , ’ , ’ ) ;
c ++;
switch ( c )
{
case 1 :
g e t l i n e ( Conf , l ine , ’ , ’ ) ;
i s t r i ngs t r eam ( l i n e ) >> Conf_array [ 0 ] ;
c ++;
break ;
case 3 :
g e t l i n e ( Conf , l ine , ’ , ’ ) ;
i s t r i ngs t r eam ( l i n e ) >> Conf_array [ 1 ] ;
c ++;
break ;
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case 5 :
g e t l i n e ( Conf , l ine , ’ , ’ ) ;
i s t r i ngs t r eam ( l i n e ) >> Conf_array [ 2 ] ;
c ++;
break ;
case 7 :
g e t l i n e ( Conf , l ine , ’ , ’ ) ;
i s t r i ngs t r eam ( l i n e ) >> Conf_array [ 3 ] ;
c ++;
break ;
case 9 :
g e t l i n e ( Conf , l ine , ’ , ’ ) ;
i s t r i ngs t r eam ( l i n e ) >> Conf_array [ 4 ] ;
c ++;
break ;
}
}
Conf . c l o se ( ) ;
return Conf_array ;
}
/∗ Thi s f u n c t i o n upda t e s
t h e p e r i o d number by add ing 1
t o t h e v a lu e in t h e L a s t P e r i o d . t x t f i l e ∗ /
void UpdatePeriod ( fstream& Las tPe r i od_ f i l e )
{
La s tPe r i od_ f i l e . open ( " LastPer iod . t x t " , i o s : : in ) ;
in t LastPeriod_number ;
La s tPe r i od_ f i l e >> LastPeriod_number ;
La s tPe r i od_ f i l e . c l o se ( ) ;
s t r ings t ream ss ;
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ss << LastPeriod_number ;
s t r i ng Period = ss . s t r ( ) ;
in t period_number = LastPeriod_number + 1 ;
La s tPe r i od_ f i l e . open ( " LastPer iod . t x t " , i o s : : out ) ;
L a s tPe r i od_ f i l e << period_number ;
La s tPe r i od_ f i l e . c l o se ( ) ;
}
/∗ Thi s f u n c t i o n r e a d s t h e Energy B a s e l i n e v a l u e s
and s a v e s them in an a r r ay ∗ /
f l o a t ∗ read_Ebasel ine ( i f s t r eam& InputF i l e )
{
i f s t r eam Conf ;
in t ∗ Conf_array = read_Configurat ion_Parameters ( Conf ) ;
in t to tCol = Conf_array [ 0 ] ;
in t EbPos = Conf_array [ 1 ] ;
in t Periods_Eb = Conf_array [ 3 ] ;
s t a t i c f l o a t ∗Eb = ( f l o a t ∗ ) malloc ( Periods_Eb ∗ s izeof ( f l o a t ) ) ;
fs tream Las tPe r i od_ f i l e ;
La s tPe r i od_ f i l e . open ( " LastPer iod . t x t " , i o s : : in ) ;
in t LastPeriod_number ;
La s tPe r i od_ f i l e >> LastPeriod_number ;
La s tPe r i od_ f i l e . c l o se ( ) ;
s t r ings t ream ss ;
ss << LastPeriod_number ;
s t r i ng Period = ss . s t r ( ) ;
s t r i ng FileName ;
i f ( LastPeriod_number < 10)
{
FileName = " Tes tCaseS i te0 " + Period +
" _prosumer_costs_and_energy_balance . csv " ;
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} e lse {
FileName = " Tes tCaseS i te " + Period +
" _prosumer_costs_and_energy_balance . csv " ;
}
Inpu tF i l e . open ( FileName . c _ s t r ( ) ) ;
in t i =0 ;
in t x=0;
while ( Inpu tF i l e . good ( ) )
{
s t r i ng l i n e ;
g e t l i n e ( InputF i le , l ine , ’ , ’ ) ;
i ++;
i f ( i ==totCol+EbPos−2 || i ==( to tCol+EbPos−2)+( totCol −2)∗x )
{
g e t l i n e ( InputF i le , l ine , ’ , ’ ) ;
i s t r i ngs t r eam ( l i n e ) >> Eb [ x ] ;
x++;
}
}
InputF i l e . c l o se ( ) ;
return Eb ;
}
/∗ Thi s f u n c t i o n r e a d s t h e Con t r o l S i gn a l v a l u e s from t h e
S i t e _ ( p e r i o d number ) _p r o sumer_c o s t s_And_ene rgy_ba l anc e . c sv f i l e
and s a v e s i t in an a r r ay . ∗ /
f l o a t ∗ read_ControlS ignal ( i f s t r eam& InputF i l e )
{
i f s t r eam Conf ;
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in t ∗ Conf_array = read_Configurat ion_Parameters ( Conf ) ;
in t to tCol = Conf_array [ 0 ] ;
in t CsPos = Conf_array [ 2 ] ;
in t Periods_Cs = Conf_array [ 4 ] ;
s t a t i c f l o a t ∗Cs = ( f l o a t ∗ ) malloc ( Periods_Cs ∗ s izeof ( f l o a t ) ) ;
fs tream Las tPe r i od_ f i l e ;
La s tPe r i od_ f i l e . open ( " LastPer iod . t x t " , i o s : : in ) ;
in t LastPeriod_number ;
La s tPe r i od_ f i l e >> LastPeriod_number ;
La s tPe r i od_ f i l e . c l o se ( ) ;
s t r ings t ream ss ;
ss << LastPeriod_number ;
s t r i ng Period = ss . s t r ( ) ;
s t r i ng FileName ;
i f ( LastPeriod_number < 10)
{
FileName = " Tes tCaseS i te0 " + Period +
" _prosumer_costs_and_energy_balance . csv " ;
} e lse {
FileName = " Tes tCaseS i te " + Period +
" _prosumer_costs_and_energy_balance . csv " ;
}
Inpu tF i l e . open ( FileName . c _ s t r ( ) ) ;
in t i =0 ;
in t x=0;
while ( Inpu tF i l e . good ( ) )
{
s t r i ng l i n e ;
g e t l i n e ( InputF i le , l ine , ’ , ’ ) ;
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i ++;
i f ( i == totCol+CsPos − 2 ||
i == ( to tCol+CsPos − 2 )+( to tCol − 2)∗ x )
{
g e t l i n e ( InputF i le , l ine , ’ , ’ ) ;
i s t r i ngs t r eam ( l i n e ) >> Cs [ x ] ;
x++;
}
}
InputF i l e . c l o se ( ) ;
return Cs ;
}
/∗ Thi s f u n c t i o n c r e a t e s an a r r a y
hav ing a 1 when t h e Energy B a s e l i n e i s g r e a t e r than 0
and t h e Con t r o l S i gn a l i s e qu a l t o 0
and a 0 in t h e o t h e r c a s e s ∗ /
in t ∗ get_OFF ( f l o a t ∗ Eb , f l o a t ∗ Cs )
{
i f s t r eam Conf ;
in t ∗ Conf_array = read_Configurat ion_Parameters ( Conf ) ;
in t Periods_OFF = Conf_array [ 3 ] ;
s t a t i c in t ∗OFF = ( in t ∗ ) malloc ( Periods_OFF∗ s izeof ( in t ) ) ;
in t i ;
for ( i =0 ; i <Periods_OFF ; i ++)
{
i f ( Eb [ i ] >0 && Cs [ i ] == 0)
{
OFF[ i ] = 1 ;
} e lse {
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OFF[ i ] = 0 ;
}
}
return OFF ;
}
/∗ Thi s f u n c t i o n c r e a t e s an a r r a y
hav ing a 1 when t h e Energy b a s e l i n e i s 0
and t h e Con t r o l s i g n a l i s g r e a t e r than z e r o
and 0 in a l l t h e o t h e r c a s e s ∗ /
in t ∗ get_SHIFT ( f l o a t ∗ Eb , f l o a t ∗ Cs )
{
i f s t r eam Conf ;
in t ∗ Conf_array = read_Configurat ion_Parameters ( Conf ) ;
in t Periods_SHIFT = Conf_array [ 3 ] ;
s t a t i c in t ∗SHIFT = ( in t ∗ ) malloc ( Periods_SHIFT ∗ s izeof ( in t ) ) ;
in t i ;
for ( i = 0 ; i < Periods_SHIFT ; i ++)
{
i f ( Eb [ i ]==0 && Cs [ i ] > 0)
{
SHIFT [ i ] = 1 ;
} e lse {
SHIFT [ i ] = 0 ;
}
}
return SHIFT ;
}
/∗ Thi s f u n c t i o n c r e a t e s an a r r a y
hav ing a 1 when t h e r e i s a 0 in a s e s s i o n
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and a 0 in a l l t h e o t h e r c a s e s ∗ /
in t ∗ ge t_ses s ion ( f l o a t ∗ Cs )
{
i f s t r eam Conf ;
in t ∗ Conf_array = read_Configurat ion_Parameters ( Conf ) ;
in t Per iods_sess ion = Conf_array [ 4 ] ;
s t a t i c in t ∗ sess ion = ( in t ∗ ) malloc ( Per iods_sess ion ∗ s izeof ( in t ) ) ;
in t i ;
for ( i = 0 ; i < Per iods_sess ion ; i ++)
{
ses s ion [ i ] =0 ;
i f ( i > 0 )
{
i f (Cs [ i −1] == 0 && Cs [ i ] > 0)
{
ses s ion [ i −1] = 1 ;
}
e lse i f (Cs [ i −1] > 0 && Cs [ i ] == 0)
{
ses s ion [ i ] =1 ;
}
}
}
for ( i = 1 ; i < Per iods_sess ion −1; i ++) /∗ To r e c o g n i z e when
t h e r e i s a z e r o in be tween a s e s s i o n ∗ /
{
i f ( s e s s ion [ i −1] == 1 && sess ion [ i ] == 0 && sess ion [ i +1] == 1)
{
ses s ion [ i ] = 1 ;
}
}
return sess ion ;
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}
/∗ Thi s f u n c t i o n c a l c u l a t e s t h e t emp e r a t u r e p r o f i l e
b a s e d on t h e Energy B a s e l i n e ∗ /
f l o a t ∗ get_Tb ( f l o a t ∗ Eb )
{
i f s t r eam Conf ;
in t ∗ Conf_array = read_Configurat ion_Parameters ( Conf ) ;
in t Periods_Tb = Conf_array [ 3 ] ;
s t a t i c f l o a t ∗Tb = ( f l o a t ∗ ) malloc ( Periods_Tb ∗ s izeof ( f l o a t ) ) ;
f l o a t recover_t ime ;
Tb [ 0 ] = Tset ;
in t i ;
for ( i =1 ; i <Periods_Tb ; i ++)
{
i f ( Eb [ i ] == 0)
{
Tb [ i ] = Tamb +
(Tb [ i−1]−Tamb)∗ exp ((− (U∗A)/( rho∗V∗cp ) ) ∗ t ime_step ) ;
recover_t ime =
( rho∗V∗cp∗abs ( ( Tb [ i−1]−Tset ) ) ) / ( P∗ e f f−U∗A∗Tb [ i ]−Tamb ) ;
i f ( Tb [ i ] < Tmin && recover_t ime < time_step )
{
Tb [ i ] = Tset ;
}
e lse i f ( Tb [ i ] < Tmin && recover_t ime > time_step )
{
Tb [ i ] = Tamb +
(Tb [ i −1] − Tamb − (P∗ e f f )/ (U∗A) ) ∗
exp ((− (U∗A)/( rho∗V∗cp ) ) ∗ t ime_step )+ (P∗ e f f )/ (U∗A) ;
}
e lse i f ( Tb [ i ] > Tmin )
{
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Tb [ i ] = Tb [ i ] ;
}
} e lse
{
Tb [ i ] = Tb [ i −1] ∗ k1 + ( k2 + k3 + R_∗P∗ e f f )∗(1−k1 ) ;
}
}
return Tb ;
}
/∗ Thi s f u n c t i o n c a l c u l a t e s t h e t emp e r a t u r e p r o f i l e
b a s e d on t h e c omb ina t i on o f t h e Energy B a s e l i n e
and t h e Con t r o l S i gn a l ∗ /
f l o a t ∗ get_Tc ( f l o a t ∗Eb , f l o a t ∗Cs )
{
i f s t r eam Conf ;
in t ∗ Conf_array = read_Configurat ion_Parameters ( Conf ) ;
in t Periods_Tc = Conf_array [ 3 ] ;
s t a t i c f l o a t ∗Tc = ( f l o a t ∗ ) malloc ( Periods_Tc ∗ s izeof ( f l o a t ) ) ;
f l o a t recover_t ime ;
s t a t i c in t ∗OFF = ( in t ∗ ) malloc ( Periods_Tc ∗ s izeof ( in t ) ) ;
s t a t i c in t ∗SHIFT = ( in t ∗ ) malloc ( Periods_Tc ∗ s izeof ( in t ) ) ;
s t a t i c in t ∗ sess ion = ( in t ∗ ) malloc ( Periods_Tc ∗ s izeof ( in t ) ) ;
OFF = get_OFF (Eb , Cs ) ;
SHIFT = get_SHIFT (Eb , Cs ) ;
s e s s ion = ge t_ses s ion (Cs ) ;
Tc [ 0 ] = Tset ;
in t i ;
for ( i =1 ; i <Periods_Tc ; i ++)
{
/ / f i r s t c a s e : no consumpt ion and sw i t c h ON
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i f ( Eb [ i ]==0 && OFF[ i ]==0 && SHIFT [ i ]==0 && sess ion [ i ]==0)
{
Tc [ i ] = Tamb +
( Tc [ i −1] − Tamb) ∗ exp ( (−(U∗A)/( rho∗V∗cp ) ) ∗ t ime_step ) ;
recover_t ime =
( rho∗V∗cp∗abs ( ( Tc [ i −1] − Tset ) ) ) / ( P∗ e f f−U∗A∗Tc [ i ]−Tamb ) ;
/ / t ime t o b r i ng t h e t emp e r a t u r e ba ck t o t h e s e t p o i n t
i f ( Tc [ i ] < Tmin && recover_t ime < time_step )
{
Tc [ i ] = 60 ;
}
e lse i f ( Tc [ i ] < Tmin && recover_t ime > time_step )
{
Tc [ i ] = Tamb + ( Tc [ i−1]−Tamb −
(P∗ e f f )/ (U∗A) ) ∗ exp ((− (U∗A)/( rho∗V∗cp ) )
∗ t ime_step )+ (P∗ e f f )/ (U∗A) ;
}
e lse i f ( Tc [ i ] > Tmin )
{
Tc [ i ] = Tc [ i ] ;
}
}
/ / s e c ond c a s e : consumpt ion and sw i t c h OFF
e lse i f ( Eb [ i ] > 0 && OFF[ i ] == 1 && SHIFT [ i ] == 0)
{
Tc [ i ] = Tc [ i −1] ∗ k1 + ( k2 + k3 )∗(1−k1 ) ;
}
/ / t h i r d c a s e : consumpt ion and sw i t c h ON
e lse i f ( Eb [ i ] > 0 && OFF[ i ] == 0 && SHIFT [ i ]==0)
{
Tc [ i ] = Tc [ i −1] ∗ k1 + ( k2 + k3 + R_∗P∗ e f f )∗(1−k1 ) ;
}
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/ / f o u r t h c a s e : no consumpt ion ans l o a d s h i f t
e lse i f ( Eb [ i ] == 0 && SHIFT [ i ] == 1)
{
Tc [ i ] = Tamb + ( Tc [ i−1]−Tamb − (P∗ e f f )/ (U∗A) ) ∗
exp ((− (U∗A)/( rho∗V∗cp ) ) ∗ t ime_step )+ (P∗ e f f )/ (U∗A) ;
i f ( Tc [ i ] > Tset )
{
Tc [ i ] = Tset ;
/ / l i m i t i n g t h e t emp e r a t u r e t o s e t p o i n t
}
}
/ / f i f t h c a s e : z e r o in a s e s s i o n
e lse i f ( Eb [ i ] == 0 && sess ion [ i ] == 1)
{
Tc [ i ] = Tamb +
( Tc [ i −1] − Tamb)∗ exp ( (−(U∗A)/( rho∗V∗cp ) ) ∗ t ime_step ) ;
}
}
return Tc ;
}
/∗ Thi s f u n c t i o n c a l c u l a t e s t h e ene rgy output
b a s ed on t h e t emp e r a t u r e p r o f i l e Tc ∗ /
f l o a t ∗ get_Eout ( f l o a t ∗ Eb , f l o a t ∗ Cs )
{
i f s t r eam Conf ;
in t ∗ Conf_array = read_Configurat ion_Parameters ( Conf ) ;
in t Periods_Eout = Conf_array [ 3 ] ;
s t a t i c f l o a t ∗Eout = ( f l o a t ∗ ) malloc ( Periods_Eout ∗ s izeof ( f l o a t ) ) ;
s t a t i c f l o a t ∗Tc = ( f l o a t ∗ ) malloc ( Periods_Eout ∗ s izeof ( f l o a t ) ) ;
s t a t i c in t ∗OFF = ( in t ∗ ) malloc ( Periods_Eout ∗ s izeof ( in t ) ) ;
s t a t i c in t ∗SHIFT = ( in t ∗ ) malloc ( Periods_Eout ∗ s izeof ( in t ) ) ;
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s t a t i c in t ∗ sess ion = ( in t ∗ ) malloc ( Periods_Eout ∗ s izeof ( in t ) ) ;
OFF = get_OFF (Eb , Cs ) ;
SHIFT = get_SHIFT (Eb , Cs ) ;
s e s s ion = ge t_ses s ion (Cs ) ;
Tc [ 0 ] = Tset ;
in t i ;
f l o a t recover_t ime ;
Eout = Cs ;
for ( i =1 ; i <Periods_Eout ; i ++)
{
/ / f i r s t c a s e : no consumpt ion and sw i t c h ON
i f ( Eb [ i ]==0 && OFF[ i ]==0 && SHIFT [ i ]==0 && sess ion [ i ]==0)
{
Tc [ i ] = Tamb + ( Tc [ i −1] − Tamb) ∗
exp ( (−(U∗A)/( rho∗V∗cp ) ) ∗ t ime_step ) ;
recover_t ime =
( rho∗V∗cp∗abs ( ( Tc [ i −1] − Tset ) ) ) / ( P∗ e f f−U∗A∗Tc [ i ]−Tamb ) ;
/ / t ime t o b r i ng t h e t emp e r a t u r e ba ck t o t h e s e t p o i n t
i f ( Tc [ i ] < Tmin && recover_t ime < time_step )
{
Tc [ i ] = 60 ;
Eout [ i ] = rho∗V∗cp ∗ ( Tc [ i ]−Tc [ i −1] )∗2 .777778∗pow(10 , −7) ;
}
e lse i f ( Tc [ i ] < Tmin && recover_t ime > time_step )
{
Tc [ i ] = Tamb + ( Tc [ i−1]−Tamb −
(P∗ e f f )/ (U∗A) ) ∗ exp ((− (U∗A)/( rho∗V∗cp ) ) ∗ t ime_step )+
(P∗ e f f )/ (U∗A) ;
Eout [ i ] = rho∗V∗cp ∗ ( Tc [ i ]−Tc [ i −1] )∗2 .777778∗pow(10 , −7) ;
}
e lse i f ( Tc [ i ] > Tmin )
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{
Tc [ i ] = Tc [ i ] ;
Eout [ i ] = Cs [ i ] ;
}
}
/ / s e c ond c a s e : consumpt ion and sw i t c h OFF
e lse i f ( Eb [ i ] > 0 && OFF[ i ] == 1 && SHIFT [ i ] == 0)
{
Tc [ i ] = Tc [ i −1] ∗ k1 + ( k2 + k3 )∗(1−k1 ) ;
Eout [ i ] = Cs [ i ] ;
}
/ / t h i r d c a s e : consumpt ion and sw i t c h ON
e lse i f ( Eb [ i ] > 0 && OFF[ i ] == 0 && SHIFT [ i ] == 0)
{
Tc [ i ] = Tc [ i −1] ∗ k1 + ( k2 + k3 + R_∗P∗ e f f )∗(1−k1 ) ;
Eout [ i ] = Cs [ i ] ;
}
/ / f o u r t h c a s e : no consumpt ion ans l o a d s h i f t
e lse i f ( Eb [ i ] == 0 && SHIFT [ i ] == 1)
{
Tc [ i ] = Tamb + ( Tc [ i−1]−Tamb −
(P∗ e f f )/ (U∗A) ) ∗ exp ((− (U∗A)/( rho∗V∗cp ) ) ∗ t ime_step )+
(P∗ e f f )/ (U∗A) ;
Eout [ i ] = Cs [ i ] ;
i f ( Tc [ i ] > Tset )
{
Eout [ i ] = rho∗V∗cp ∗ ( Tset−Tc [ i −1] )∗2 .777778∗pow(10 , −7) ;
Tc [ i ] = Tset ; / / l i m i t i n g t h e t emp e r a t u r e t o s e t p o i n t
}
}
/ / f i f t h c a s e : z e r o in a s e s s i o n
e lse i f ( Eb [ i ] == 0 && sess ion [ i ] == 1)
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{
Tc [ i ] = Tamb + ( Tc [ i −1] − Tamb) ∗
exp ( (−(U∗A)/( rho∗V∗cp ) ) ∗ t ime_step ) ;
Eout [ i ] = 0 ;
}
}
return Eout ;
}
/∗ Thi s f u n c t i o n c a l c u l a t e s t h e power ou tput ∗ /
f l o a t ∗ get_Pout ( f l o a t ∗Eout )
{
i f s t r eam Conf ;
in t ∗ Conf_array = read_Configurat ion_Parameters ( Conf ) ;
in t Periods_Pout = Conf_array [ 3 ] ;
s t a t i c f l o a t ∗Pout = ( f l o a t ∗ ) malloc ( Periods_Pout ∗ s izeof ( f l o a t ) ) ;
in t i ;
for ( i =0 ; i <Periods_Pout ; i ++)
{
Pout [ i ] = Eout [ i ] / 0 . 2 5 ;
/ / b e c au s e t h e t ime s t e p i s 15 min = 0 .25 hours
}
return Pout ;
}
} ;
in t main ( )
{
E lec t r i cWaterHeater EWH;
i f s t r eam Conf ;
i f s t r eam InputF i l e ;
ofstream OutputFi le ;
in t ∗ Conf_array ;
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f l o a t ∗ Eb ;
f l o a t ∗Cs ;
in t ∗ OFF ;
in t ∗ SHIFT ;
in t ∗ sess ion ;
f l o a t ∗ Tb ;
f l o a t ∗ Tc ;
f l o a t ∗ Eout ;
f l o a t ∗ Pout ;
Conf_array = EWH. read_Configurat ion_Parameters ( Conf ) ;
Eb = EWH. read_Ebasel ine ( InputF i l e ) ;
Cs = EWH. read_ControlS ignal ( InputF i l e ) ;
OFF = EWH. get_OFF (Eb , Cs ) ;
SHIFT = EWH. get_SHIFT (Eb , Cs ) ;
s e s s ion = EWH. ge t_ses s ion (Cs ) ;
Tb = EWH. get_Tb (Eb ) ;
Tc = EWH. get_Tc (Eb , Cs ) ;
Eout = EWH. get_Eout (Eb , Cs ) ;
Pout = EWH. get_Pout ( Eout ) ;
/∗ c ou t << Con f_a r ray [ 0 ] << " " << Con f_a r ray [ 1 ] << " " <<
Con f_a r ray [ 2 ] << " " << Con f_a r ray [ 3 ] << " " << Con f_a r ray [ 4 ] << end l ; ∗ /
OutputFi le . open ( "EWHresults_OUTPUT . csv " ) ;
for ( in t i =0 ; i <Conf_array [ 2 ] ; i ++)
{
/∗ c ou t << Eb [ i ] << " " << Cs [ i ] << " " << OFF[ i ] << " " <<
SHIFT [ i ] << " " << s e s s i o n [ i ] << " " << Tb [ i ] << " " << Eout [ i ] << " "
<< Pout [ i ] << end l ; ∗ / / / J u s t t o c h e c k i f t h e r e s u l t s a r e c o r r e c t
OutputFi le << Tb [ i ] << " , " << Tc [ i ] << " , " << Eout [ i ]
<< " , " << Pout [ i ] << endl ;
}
return 0 ;
}
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D) Integration of the emulators with the optimization algorithm (Python)
The script has been written using Python language on Anaconda Spyder IDE, version 3.3.3. The
subprocess library allows to spawn new processes and obtain their return codes. In order for the
code to work themain.exe file of the emulators has to be in the same folder of this script. The function
subprocess.Popen will run the code and p.wait will wait until the process is done, before continuing
the while cycle.
import subprocess
command = "main "
count = 0
while count < 96 : # example in c a s e t h e p e r i o d s a r e 96
count += 1
p = subprocess . Popen (command) #run t h e main . ex e f i l e
p . wait ( ) #wa i t u n t i l t h e p r o c e s s i s done
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